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Abstract
To assess the effect of environmental factors and human pressures on coastal
ecosystems and species that inhabit there, it is essential to monitor populations. In
this project, a system based on siamese neural networks has been developed for
the photoidentification of individuals of Raja undulata, resulting in a noninvasive
and effective (Accuracy = 0.8) way to study individuals in time and space.
Keywords: Deep Learning, Marine Sciences, monitoring system, siamese
networks, image recognition, TensorFlow

Resumen
Para evaluar el efecto que ejercen los factores ambientales y presiones
humanas sobre los ecosistemas costeros y especies que allí habitan, resulta
imprescindible hacer un seguimiento de las poblaciones. En este proyecto, se ha
desarrollado un sistema basado en redes neuronales siameses para la
fotoidentificación de individuos de Raja undulata, dando lugar a una forma no
invasiva y efectiva (Precisión = 0.8) de estudiar individuos en el tiempo y el
espacio.
Palabras clave: Aprendizaje Profundo, Ciencia Marina, sistema de monitoreo,
redes siamesas, reconocimiento por imágenes, TensorFlow
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Chapter 1

Introduction
“La naturaleza es la libertad que
podemos ver, tocar y oler.”
Anónimo

Marine biodiversity and the ecosystems that support it are fundamental to the three pillars
of sustainable development economic, social and environmental that maintain the healthy
functioning of the planet and provide services for health, wellbeing and prosperity of the society.
The importance of preserving marine life was recognized in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), in which world leaders highlighted
the urgency of adopting measures to improve its conservation and to sustainably use marine
biodiversity.
Such is the stark need of these measures that mathematicians had already anticipated
this proclamation in 2013, the year dedicated to the Mathematics of Planet Earth (MPE2013),
with an international initiative of mathematical societies and research institutes the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the International Council
for Science (ICSU) and the International Mathematical Union (IMU) designed to showcase the
ways in which mathematical sciences can be helpful in tackling our world’s problems. And it is
that the role of mathematics is essential: no phenomenon that occurs on our planet is oblivious
to this discipline. Climate change, the maintenance of biodiversity, the fight against pollution, the
control of epidemics, the sustainability of the sea, the prevention of natural disasters (volcanoes,
earthquakes, tsunamis), are governed by equations and mathematical models, most of which
are enormously complex. Therefore, it is undeniable that the sustainability of planet Earth
rests on mathematical science. Developing models to understand real processes helps us to
anticipate and control them or, ultimately, to mitigate their effects as much as possible.
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To assess the effect of environmental factors and human pressures on coastal ecosystems
and species that inhabit there, it is essential to monitor populations. Concretely, obtaining
information and precise measurements of the population status is relevant when the target
species inhabit in a Marine Protected Area. By developing minimally invasive monitoring tools
would allow to quantify possible impacts on the ecosystem and design management strategies
to mitigate them. Among such innovative tools involve, for example, genomics, acoustic telemetry
or artificial intelligence.
In particular, identification through photographs and the development of recognition algorithms
with artificial intelligence would be an effective, fast and noninvasive way to study populations,
allowing the identification and tracking of individuals in time and space. What is more, addressing
this challenge with deep learning techniques that enables to distinguish between specimens of
the same species would be a major innovation due to their predictive capabilities in computer
vision problems. However, the identification considering each individual fish as a category has
only been carried out with techniques that are nowhere near the potential of deep learning
algorithms.
Deep learning is a subfield of machine learning which focuses on a learning method based
on logical structures that closely resemble the architectural characteristics of the brain, deep
artificial neural networks, which consist of processing units within the global system that specialize
in detecting certain hidden characteristics in the data. This property makes them so suitable
for computer vision and image recognition problems. In fact, deep learning has experienced
tremendous growth in recent years due to the growing computing capability of machines and
availability of big data. Nevertheless, accruing enough data to increase the accuracy of the
models might be unrealistic and difficult to achieve. That is the case of fewshots learning
problems, where the exploitation of all deep learning resources is necessary to alleviate this
inconvenience.
What is clear is that a multidisciplinary approach is essential for progressing in research
on these fields and would led to innovative solutions. For this reason, in the framework of the
JAE Intro ICU grant, the development of an artificial intelligence photoidentification system is
proposed as noninvasive way to obtain core information for the monitoring of fish individuals.
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Chapter 2

Artificial Intelligence in Marine
Science: State of the Art
“I do have reasons for hope: our clever
brains, the resilience of nature, the
indomitable human spirit, and above all,
the commitment of young people when
they’re empowered to take action.”
Jane Goodall

Marine science researches appear as response to the lack of a detailed analysis of the
environment, but also as a consequence of the specificity and interdisciplinary nature of the
study of the sea. Formally, it is the science that studies marine ecosystems, this is, a physical
environment along with the living beings it shelters. Its main objective is the conservation of all
marine life, its biological elements, its flora and fauna, as well as it investigates the physical and
chemical elements of the aquatic environment.
Studying marine life leads to an understanding of the current world. Oceans and seas
constitute over 70% of the Earth’s surface, and due to its depth, it has about 300 times more
capacity to support life than the mainland. This environment is a key component of the Earth’s
climate as marine organisms contribute significantly to regulating the oxygen cycle. The importance
of biodiversity for sustainable development is remarkable in the oceans. Marine biodiversity,
that is, the variety of life in the oceans and seas, is a fundamental aspect of the three pillars of
sustainable development  economic, social and environmental  which provides services that
support the health, wellbeing and prosperity of humanity.
The importance of preserving marine life was recognized in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), in which world leaders highlighted
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the urgency of adopting measures to improve its conservation and to sustainably use marine
biodiversity. In particular, SDG 14  conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine
resources for sustainable development , introduced in the poster below, emphasizes the strong
links between marine biodiversity and the broader goals of sustainable development.

Figure 1: Sustainable Development Goals  14 (https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/
oceans/)

Nevertheless, according to the National Ocean Service, only 5% of the seas has been
explored. Further development of models and observing systems is required to provide the
knowledge needed to address the sustainable management of marine ecosystems, and a key
challenge is how to extract relevant information and treat data bases when their volume and
complexity increase.
Marine science is where the application of related sciences converge, such as geology,
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geography, chemistry, physics and biology, essential for the global and correlated study of the
phenomena that characterize the marine environment. Mathematics and artificial intelligence
(AI) have been added to this interdisciplinary nature in recent years [1], to analyse and model
the events under study, but also to handle problems that are too challenging for traditional
approaches.
Exploratory studies of the marine environment are challenging due to its dynamic nature
and complexity, involving large volumes of data over a wide range of spatiotemporal scales,
which are collected through different modern technologies like sensors or autonomous drones.
However, the capacity of human experts to filter, curate, and analyse all of these data is limited.
This is where AI will be making greaterandgreater contributions as methods improve and are
implemented more broadly [2].
Despite a growing body of applications of machine learning methods in ecological literature
[3], ecologists have been reticent to use them for years. The main reason is that these techniques
are often referred to as “black boxes”, but this is only a consequence of less familiarity with
the algorithms and a matter of time to understand the underlying equations. Fortunately, and
thanks to the growing number of interdisciplinary research teams, more and more techniques
are applied to a wide variety of problems in the framework of marine science. Among this variety,
artificial intelligence has been applied to automate various routine tasks in marine science but
also to expand knowledge on different topics. These techniques can be applied to tackle a wide
range of problems: exploring patterns, assessing variable importance in a model or providing
predictions.
For example, both an exploratory and predictive model for understanding complex feeding
relationships was provided using a bagged classification tree approach [4]. This ensemble
method algorithm was illustrated using the diet composition of yellowfin tuna (Thunnus albacares).
Building a model that is capable of predicting prey concentrations under different environmental
conditions is outstandingly helpful to evaluate the effects of future management scenarios on
exploited ecosystems.
We also find an application in automatically estimating fish size. Fish length is one of the key
variables needed for both taking shortterm management decisions and modelling stock trends
[5]. Routinely, this measurement is made by hand in the majority of commercial landings and
using small sample sizes, which leads to imprecise and prone to bias estimations of the length
distribution. To innovate in the resolution of this process, the problem is addressed through the
construction of a computer vision system based on an artificial neural networks architecture.
The purpose of the main network was object instance segmentation, which consists of recognizing
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the target object and also accurately creating a segmentation mask of it. Then, the length of
the fish is inferred from the length of the detected heads using several statistical models.
Artificial neural networks research actually belong to a subfield of machine learnig known
as deep learning. Deep learning enables datadriven decisions by identifying and extracting
patterns from large datasets that accurately map from sets of complex inputs to good decision
outcomes [6]. As examples of such complex inputs we have audio speech signals and images.
In fact, image recognition powered by deep learning techniques has gained popularity because
of its effectiveness. Image recognition is used to labeling images or searching for content in
them, and some artificial neural networks have proven to be more effective than human eye on
image classification, with up to 95% accuracy.
The first record of the application of computer vision in the field of fisheries dates from
1980s, which consisted in a method for sorting species based on shape descriptors derived from
binary silhouettes [7]. Later works refined approaches for fish species classification using neural
networks. For instance, the SICAPTOR project [8] had as main objective the development and
implementation of tools for the recognition of fish species in images working with convolutional
neural networks (CNNs). Specifically, an electronic device was developed to automatically
quantify fishing catches and discards on board commercial vessels. This device takes photographs
of the fish that passes through the triad belt, and identifies the species of each specimen in the
photographs. As is generally known, Deep Learning techniques require to be trained on large
data set. To reduce the effect of data scarcity, data augmentation techniques were also used,
as well as transfer learning techniques from networks that were pretrained with the ImageNet
and COCO datasets, commonly used in the literature.
Many other examples ([9], [10], [11]) can be found when it comes to the problem of classifying
fish species from images, so one might think that the problem could be easily extended to
classify each individual fish. In fact, photo identification has proven [12] to be a potential method
for individual recognition when applied to fish. However, the traditional way in which individual
identification has been addressed is by using artificial tags or markers (e.g., subcutaneous
chemical markings, transmitters, collars or external colorants). This approach is invasive and
may pose a threat to animal survival or cause behavioral alteration and stress during the marking
procedure. Furthermore, external marks may have adverse effects on swimming ability and
growth, and social interactions may be compromised by any change of a fish’s appearance or
by markinginduced changes of its behaviour [13]. Examples of artificial marking are shown
below:
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(a)
Subcutaneous
marking

chemical

(b) External colorant

(c) Transmitter

Figure 2: Artificial marking

An alternative to using artificial or invasive marks is the identification of individuals by their
external characters. In this sense, photoidentification has become an important tool, and it
consists of identifying the individual based on its distinctive natural marks (such as skin colour
patterns, scars, blotches, etc.), especially when they remain stable through time. Allowing
reliable identification of individuals has been essential to scientific discoveries in several fields
of ecology, as it aids in estimating population sizes or distributions, and answering questions on
behavioural variability, assessment of growth and mortality rates and conservation management.
There are already a few examples of the use of individual photo identification in the marine
science literature. The freshwater armored catfish Rineloricaria aequalicuspis has been identified
based on the interindividual variability in abdominal bony plates by using photographs taken at
a comfortable setting (laboratory vs. field situation) and under a welldefined photographing
protocol [14]. The photographs were cut in order to show only the focal area for individual
recognition, i.e., the abdominal pattern of bony plates, and occasionally corrected in terms of
brightness and contrast. The testing was performed using a computerassisted identification,
which consisted of pairwise comparisons of the photographs using the software WildID [15].
This software uses the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) algorithm to extracts distinctive
features invariant to image scale, rotation, viewpoint, local distortion and illumination [16]. Each
computerassisted comparison event consisted of fixing the target picture for comparison, then
the software selected the most similar images (ranked according to the euclidean distance
relative to the target image) and, finally, the user was responsible for deciding if one of the
ranked images matched the target image, i.e., whether the two different photos were taken
from the same individual. The following image is an example of how WildID works:
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Figure 3: Pairwise comparison for photo identification with WildID.

Similarly to this approach, an image recognition program was used to identify the northern
pike Esox lucius based on skin pattern [17] through angling and photographic identification
involving reporting by citizenscientists, which provided valuable data in a noninvasive manner
compared to traditional sampling. Citizen science is a lowcost alternative mean of monitoring
[12], as photographs can be collected by members of the general public through directed projects,
which also increases the public interest in understanding the use and relevance of science in
general. A different software was chosen, with I3 S Pattern+ [18] the user defines the patterns
features to be used as show in the image below, which makes it less sensitive to poor image
quality and noninformative noise in the picture background compared to fully automatic softwares.
The patterns were enhanced in Photoshop by modifying the exposure and, on this basis, the
software constructed a “fingerprint” based on size and distance between spots.

Figure 4: Focus area used in image recognition [17].

Also, the Eurasian perch Perca fluviatili has been individually identified based on their stripe
patterns [13]. The hypothesis that a fish’s pattern is unique to the degree that it allows the
discrimination was tested in experiments during which the fish were anaesthetized, which clearly
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also comes with some stress, and photographed. Upon commencing the experiment, individuals
with specially conspicuous stripe patterns were selected and this time, the pairmatching was
addressed by the naked eye. In the same way, we find the identification of the flapper skate
Dipturus intermedius with photographs of individuals that were captured and briefly brought to
the surface. These pictures were compared by eye on two adjacent computer screens in an
iterative pairwise comparison process, such that each photograph was compared with each
other photograph on two separate occasions [12].
As can be seen from the previous review, the identification considering each individual fish
as a category has only been carried out with techniques that are nowhere near the potential
of deep learning algorithms. For this and for the evidence that artificial neural networks are
outstanding tools for the task of image recognition, the application of deep learning techniques
for the photoidentification of specimens with variable external features between individuals is
a promising and interesting field of study.
Lastly, but not least, the appearance of new individuals to the population is frequent and
definitely a problem that needs to be addressed. In long term studies which are common
for the study of the evolution of a species population, animals can change their appearance
over time (e.g. changing from juvenile to adult plumage in birds) or new individuals may join
the population (e.g. immigrants or recruited offspring) [19]. Once again, the human labor of
collecting labelled data and the process of identifying individuals need to be routinely repeated.
The difficulty level of the widespread implementation of deep learning techniques for individuals
identification is the reason why this problem has not been tried to solve in an automatic way
with artificial intelligence techniques. Only a very simple approach to address the problems
arising from the arrival of new and unmarked individuals to the population has been presented
for the case of birds [19]. The proposed methodology consists in investigating the entropy
of classification probabilities. Concretely, Shannon’s entropy of each of the distributions was
calculated from the classification output to empirically determine a confidence threshold to
consider a bird as part of the training dataset. However, this solution is only useful if the
classification model was trained on a relatively large number of individuals and if immigrants
are uncommon in the population.
This problem fits in the novelty detection domain. Novelty detection can be defined as the
task of recognising that test data differ in some respect from the data that are available during
training [20]. An inevitable consequence of the existence of possible new unseen individuals
(i.e., categories of a classification model), some of which may not be known a priori, is that it
makes conventional multiclass classification schemes unsuitable for the task of photoidentification.
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For this reason, research on deep learning approaches should be conducted to apply these
methods not only to closedset identification problems but also to verification of recaptures and
openset identification considering new incoming individuals.
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Chapter 3

Deep Learning
“If we can teach people about wildlife,
they will be touched. Share my wildlife
with me. Because humans want to save
things that they love.”
Steve Irwin

For several years, efforts in research have been focused on making intelligent machines
which are able to automate tasks, from routine labours to those supporting scientific research
such as understand speech or images. Machine learning is responsible for building these
artificial intelligence systems capable of acquiring knowledge and making accurate datadriven
decisions. But, due to the difficulty that this process entails, it has been necessary to take
learning to a more concrete level than the breadth which represents the concept of artificial
intelligence. Deep learning is a subfield of machine learning which focuses on a learning method
based on logical structures that closely resemble the organization of the nervous system. Artificial
neural networks mimic the architectural characteristics of the brain, allowing there to be networks
of processing units within the global system that specialize in detecting certain hidden characteristics
in the data.
Within the historical context of this discipline, we can chronologically specify three stages:
on threshold logic units (early 1940s to mid 1960s), connectionism (early 1980s to mid 1990s),
and deep learning (mid 2000s to the present) [6]. The birth of what we know today as an artificial
neural network is associated with its character as a threshold logic unit (TLU). A TLU is an object
that inputs an array of weighted quantities, sums them, and if this sum meets or surpasses some
threshold, outputs a quantity. This first wave began with the studies of McCulloch and Pitts in
1943 on biological learning in A Logical Calculus of the Ideas Immanent in Nervous Activity [21].
This computational model of biological neurons mathematically described the neural activity in
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terms of calculus with propositional logic. In 1949, a few years later, in The Organization of
Behavior [22], Hebb set out a neuropsychological postulate which asserted that information was
stored in the connections between neurons (i.e., in the weights of a network) and, furthermore,
that learning occurred by changing these connections based on repeated patterns of activation
(i.e., learning can take place within a network by changing the weights of the network) [6]. Both
works led to the implementation of the first computational models of neuron activity, such as
Rosenblatt’s perceptron model [23].
However, it was unclear how to train networks with multiple layers. This was a problem
relating to connectionism  the idea that many simple computational units can achieve intelligent
behavior when interconnected with each other. It was at this time that the concept of backpropagation
emerged [24]. Nowadays, this algorithm is widely used to train more complex (deeper) networks,
updating the weights of the neurons corresponding to the different layers. Some other concepts
were also coined, for example, the distributed representation, which stands for each feature
being represented by a pattern of activations across a subset of neurons instead of a oneto
one correspondence between features and neurons.
The third wave, which is still in force today, started mainly from the works of Hinton, Bengio
and Ranzato ([25, 26, 27]) on deep belief networks trained using a strategy known as greedy
layerwise, since they achieved a notable improvement in the generalization of the resulting
models by properly choosing the initial weights of the networks. The first recorded use of the
term deep learning in relation to neural networks is credited to Aizenberg ([28]). The term
emphasizes that the networks in the models are much deeper than before. This was possible
thanks to the adoption of graphical processing units (GPUs) in the late 2000s to speed up the
training process, but the conception of these deep networks would not have been possible either
if massive datasets had not become available too. All together, this has been driving the deep
learning revolution in recent years.

3.1 Artificial neural networks
3.1.1 The simple perceptron
As it can be appreciated, the term neural network has evolved to encompass a large class
of architectures and learning methods. Rosenblatt’s perceptron model, know as the single
perceptron, is the base of the computational representation of neuron activity. The perceptron is
one of the easiest data structures and its made up of two layers of neurons: the first one consists
of nodes which do not perform any calculation, but provides the input values Xi , i = 1, · · · , n,
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and a constant to the network; the second layer is made up of just a single neuron. An artificial
neuron is a simple computing device that generates a single response or output from applying
an activation function f to the propagation rule, which is a weighted sum of the set of input data
considering the synaptic weights wi , i = 0, · · · , n, and provides the output value of the network.
The functioning of an artificial neuron is described in the following diagram of the architecture
of the simple perceptron:

Figure 5: Architecture of the simple perceptron.

The choice of the activation function varies over a wide spectrum, the most common ones
being the following:
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Name

Definition

{
Sign

f (x) =

{
Step

f (x) =

Graph

−1 if
1
if

0 if
1 if

x<0
x≥0

x<0
x≥0

Sigmoidal

f (x) =

1
1+e−x

Hyperbolic
tangent

f (x) =

ex −e−x
ex +e−x

ReLU
(Rectifier
Linear Unit)

f (x) = max(0, x)

Table 1: Activation functions

An errorcorrecting training procedure was proposed for updating the weights of a perceptron
so that it could learn. It is called after the delta rule because it uses the difference (or delta)
between desired output and the actual output to calculate the weight adjustments. To start the
(0)

(0)

(0)

procedure, an initial vector of weights w(0) = (w0 , w1 , · · · , wn ) is randomly generated, and
a constant η > 0, called the learning rate, is fixed. At iteration k, the training example rk is
chosen and after it has been processed, the following strategy is used to update the weights of
the network based on the error between the output generated by the perceptron and the target
output specified in the data:
• If there is a match between the output of the model and the specified target for that sample,
the weights are not updated.
• If the output provided by the perceptron is lower than than the output given in the dataset,
this means that the output should be augmented by increasing the weights for the positive
input values and decreasing them for the negative inputs.
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• On the contrary, if the output of the model is higher than the current output, the strategy is
to decrease the weights for the inputs that had a positive value and increasing the weights
for the negative input values.
This is translated as computing the new vector of weights as
w(k+1) = w(k) + η · (y rk − ŷ rk ) · X rk
(k+1)

In this rule, each wi

, for i = 0, · · · , n, is the updated value of weight i after the network
(k)

has processed with the weight wi

the training example rk at iteration k. While ŷ rk is the output

generated by the perceptron for that example rk , being y rk the expected output and Xirk the
ith input component. The multiplicative factor η, the learning rate, is set to control the size of
the adjustment that is applied to the weights. This hyperparameter needs to be properly fixed
because if it is too small, it may take a very long time for the training process to converge on an
appropriate set of weights, meanwhile if it is too large, the network’s weights may jump around
the weight space too much and the training may not converge at all [6].
Rosenblatt proved in his Perceptron Convergence Theorem that, under the conditions of
the learning algorithm and assuming that a set of weights exists enabling the perceptron to
properly classify all of the training samples correctly, then the rule converges, in a finite number
of iterations, on this set of weights, meaning that the final vector of coefficients w verifies that
the error is zero.
However, the algorithm might require a substantial number of train iterations before converging.
What is more, this convergence is not guaranteed, for example, the simple perceptron would
never converge and correctly classify a nonlinearly separable set. In this sense, there are many
problems where it is unknown whether an appropriate set of weights exists in advance.

3.1.2 Deep feedforward neural networks
Deep feedforward networks, also called multilayer perceptrons, are the quintessential deep
learning models. The terms feedforward and deep refer to that the processing units of the
network are organized in successive layers in such a way that, once the layers are ordered
from left to right, there are only connections between neurons of successive levels, in the left
right direction. Depending on the position of the layers within the network, we can distinguish
between:
• The input layer, which incorporates the raw input data into the network.
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• The hidden layers are fed on inputs from previous layers, process them and their outputs
go to the neurons of the next layer.
• The output layer is in charge of giving the output of the entire network.
In this way, its architecture is associated with a directed acyclic graph describing how the
layers are linked together, as is shown below.

Figure 6: Architecture of a multilayer perceptron.

The objective of the network is to approximate some function f ∗ through a mapping y =
f (x; θ), for which it needs to learn the value of the parameters θ that leeds to the best function
approximation. In this way, feedforward networks with hidden layers provide a universal approximation
framework. This notion was introduced in 1989 by Cybenko [29], who stated that a feedforward
network with a hidden layer and any continuous sigmoidal nonlinearity can approximate any
Borel measurable1 function from one finitedimensional space to another with any desired non
zero amount of error. More concretely,
Theorem (Cybenko’s Theorem ). Let σ be any continuous sigmoid type function (e.g., σ(ξ) =
1
),
1+e−ξ

and In = [0, 1]n the ndimensional unit cube. Then there exists vectors w1 , · · · wN ∈ Rn

and constants b1 , · · · , bN ∈ R such that finite sums of the form

G(x) =

N
∑

αj · σ(wtj · x + bj )

j=1

are dense in C(In ), the space of continuous functions on In . In other words, given any continuous
1
A map f : X −→ Y is called Borel measurable if f −1 (A) is a Borel set for any open set A ⊆ Y (recall that
the σalgebra of Borel sets of X is the smallest σalgebra containing the open sets). Any continuous function on a
closed and bounded subset of Rn is Borel measurable and therefore may be approximated by a neural network.
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realvalued function f ∈ C(In ) and ε > 0, there is a sum, G(x), of the above form, for which
|G(x) − f (x)| < ε ∀x ∈ In
Furthermore, Hornik [30] proved that it is not the specific choice of the activation function,
but rather that the network is provided with enough hidden units. These statements lay the
foundation for the multiple attempts to prove that neural networks are universal (i.e., they can
approximate any continuous function) from slightly different perspectives and using slightly
different assumptions (e.g., assuming that certain activation functions are used). The resulting
versions of the Universal Approximation Theorem affirm that a sufficiently large multilayer perceptron
is capable of representing any function. However, it does not guarantee that with the training
algorithm it will eventually learn the function.
During neural network training, we drive the aforementioned approximation f (x; θ) to match
f ∗ (x). But learning can fail for several reasons: the optimization algorithm may not be able
to find the value of the parameters θ that corresponds to the desired function, or the training
algorithm might choose the wrong function due to overfitting. The algorithm used to determine
the network parameters uses a propagationadaptation cycle that consists of two phases:
• Propagation, in which the output result of the network is computed from the input values
forward. This can be seen as a concatenation of functions: say f (1) is called the first layer
of the network, f (2) is called the second layer, and so on; the result of this phase is the
connected chain that forms the output f (x) = f (3) (f (2) (f (1) (x))). The overall length of the
chain gives the depth of the model, and from this the term “deep learning” arises.
• Learning, in which the error, obtained by comparing the output of the previous phase
with the expected value, is propagated backwards. At this step, the weights are modified
so that the output of the network increasingly resembles the real one, by following the
Backpropagation algorithm (or Generalized Delta Rule) which is a form of gradientbased
learning.

3.1.3 Backpropagation algorithm and Stochastic Gradient Descent method
The term backpropagation is often misunderstood as meaning the whole learning algorithm for
multilayer neural networks. Actually, backpropagation refers only to the method for computing
the gradient, while another method, such as Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), is used to
perform learning using this gradient [31].
Specifically, Backpropagation describes how to compute the gradient of the cost function J
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with respect to the parameters θ, ∇θ J(θ), by recursively applying the chain rule of calculus. We
∑
consider as cost function the square error E = 12 i (yi − ŷi )2 , with respect the weights w of the
network.
Suppose we have fullyconnected artificial neural network (all the units of layer l are connected
to all the units of later l + 1) with a total of L layers, n units in the input layer (l = 1) and m units
in the output layer (l = L). Suppose the activation function g is differentiable and denote by wij
the weight of the connection between unit i and unit j. Given a training example (x, y):
• If i is an input unit, we denote by xi the component of x corresponding to that unit.
• If k is an output unit, we denote by yk the component of y corresponding to that unit.
When computing the output of the network when fed with an example x, we denote by ini
the input of the unit i, and ai the output of the same unit. This is,
• If i is an input unit (l = 1) then ai = xi .
• If i is a unit from layer l ̸= 1, ini =

∑
j

wji aj and ai = g(ini ) (where the sum is made over

all the units j of network l − 1).
The rule for updating the weights depends on whether we are considering the weights of the
output layer or of a hidden layer:
1. If k is a unit (i.e., a neuron) of the output layer, the gradient of the error is computed as
follows,
∑
1
1
1
Ek = (yk − ak )2 = (yk − g(ink ))2 = (yk − g(
wjk ak ))2
2
2
2
j

△k =

δEk
δEk δak
δEk δak δink
=
·
=
·
·
= −(yk − ak ) · g ′ (ink ) · aj
δwjk
δak δwjk
δak δink δwjk

2. In the units of the hidden layers, however, we cannot do the same since we do not know
what the expected output value is in those units. The error of a unit i of the layer l − 1
is computed from the error of the units in layer l that are connected with i. In this case,
to calculate the gradient of the error it is taken into account that varying a hidden weight
affects all outputs,

Ei =

∑1
k

=

∑1
k

2

∑1
∑
1
(yk − ak )2 = (yk − g(ink ))2 =
(yk − g(
wjk ak ))2 =
2
2
2
j

k

(yk − g(

∑
j

wjk g(inj )))2 =

∑1
k

2

∑
∑
(yk − g(
wjk g(
wij ai )))2
j

i
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△i =

∑ δEi
∑ δEi δg δink δaj δinj
=
·
·
·
·
=
δwij
δg δink δaj δinj δwij
k

=

∑

k

−(yk −ak )·g ′ (ink )·g ′ (inj )·ai = ai ·g ′ (inj )

∑

k

−(yk −ak )·g ′ (ink ) = ai ·g ′ (inj )

k

∑

△k

k

Once we have computed the gradient with this algorithm, the Stochastic Gradient Descent is
the common method used for learning. The idea is that, in a differentiable surface, the direction
of maximum growth is given by the gradient vector ∇E(w). Thus, the negative of the gradient
provides the direction of maximum descent towards the minimum of the surface. The basis of
this local search algorithm is to start with a random w and successively modify it in small steps
in the opposite direction to the gradient, that is
w(k+1) = w(k) − η∇E(w)
where η is the learning rate which controls the speed in which the algorithm learns. If small,
convergence is slow, while if set too high, SGD iteration oscillate without getting to the local
solution. There is a possibility to regularize oscillation when adding a parameter β know as
momentum,

w(k+1) = w(k) − η∇E(w) + β(w(k) − w(k−1) )
These parameters are fine tuned but it is also necessary to monitor learning curves that plot
the objective metrics as a function of time to analyse if they fit to the problem.

3.2 Convolutional neural network
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs), are a specialized kind of neural network for processing
data that has a gridlike topology [31]. Examples include timeseries data, which can be thought
of as a 1D grid taking samples at regular time intervals, but their most popular application is for
processing image data, whose matrix representation describes a grid of pixels. They were
originally applied to the challenge of handwritten digit recognition in [32]. Since then, there has
been a breakthrough in computer vision problems by using CNNs to progressively extract higher
and higher levels of representations of image content.
When in an image recognition problem, these networks are fed with a threedimensional
array in which the size of the first two dimensions corresponds to the length and width of the
images in pixels. The size of the third dimension is 3, corresponding to the 3 channels of a
color image: red, green and blue (RGB). Then, a mathematical operation called convolution is
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applied, which is a specialized kind of linear operation. In convolutional network terminology, the
object that is applied to the input matrix is known as the kernel, which consists of a multidimensional
array of parameters (tensor) that are adapted by the learning algorithm, resulting in the feature
map. Convolutions are defined according to the following parameters:
• Kernel size, which is the dimensions of the tensor (for example, 3 × 3 or 5 × 5 pixels).
• The number of filters that are applied, which results in the depth of the output attribute
map.
• The stride, which represents the number of grids on which the tensor slides over the input
horizontally and vertically, in order to extract the corresponding mapping. It is usually one
pixel at a time.
These concepts can be seen in the following diagram, where a 2D convolution consisting
of a 2 × 2 kernel and 1 filter has been computed with a stride of one pixel at a time over an input
of shape 4 × 3. There are six possible 2 × 2 locations to extract the features (this is, positions
where the kernel lies entirely within the image, called “valid” convolution in some contexts) from
the 4 × 3 input, so this convolution produces a 3 × 2 output of depth 1. For each pair of filter and
input region, the CNN multiplies elementwise those matrices, and then adds all the elements
to obtain a single value of the feature map. During training, the CNN ”learns” the optimal values
of the kernel (w, x, y, z in the diagram) that allows the extraction of meaningful attributes (for
example, textures, edges or shapes) from the input image.
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Figure 7: An example of 2D convolution [31].

After each convolution operation, the CNN applies a transformation to the convoluted attribute
using an activation function, in order to introduce a nonlinearity in the model. The default
recommendation is to use the rectified linear unit (ReLU) function,
F (x) = max(0, x)
which returns x for all values x > 0, and 0 otherwise. This stage is sometimes called the
detector stage. A typical layer of a convolutional network consists of three stages. We have
reviewed the first two, convolution and detector stages. The third one consists in a reduction
step, known as pooling, in which the CNNs compress the output feature map. Depending on
the terminology, the following diagram represents a convolutional layer as a complex layer with
contains these three steps, or they can be considered as three independent layers.
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Figure 8: The components of a typical convolutional neural network layer [31].

Pooling is a form of nonlinear downsampling by applying a function to modify the output
of the layer further. The aim of this function is to replace the elements of that output with a
summary statistic of the nearby locations, and it is also determined by the size of the filter
and the stride to slide it across the input. This stage is useful for making the representation
become invariant to small translations of the input, an important property the goal is to know
whether some object is present in the image than exactly where it is. There are several non
linear functions to implement pooling, where max pooling is the most common. As can be seen
in the following figure, it partitions the input image into a set of rectangles and, for each such
subregion, outputs the maximum:
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Figure 9: Example of a max pooling computation.

As the number of filters that are applied to the input (i.e., the depth of the output map)
increases, so does the number of attributes that the CNN can extract. However, there is a
tradeoff between the number of filters and training time. For this reason, it is important to
define a convolutional architecture that uses the minimum number of filters necessary to extract
the attributes that are required for accurate image classification. The following diagram exhibits
some different architectures where, for example, 256×256×64 means considering 64 filters and
a kernel of shape 256 × 256. After alternating between convolution and pooling for a few layers,
the tensor for the convolutional feature map is reshaped to flatten out the spatial dimensions.
The rest of the networks are an ordinary feedforward network classifier:
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Figure 10: Examples of architectures for classification with convolutional networks [31].
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Chapter 4

Fewshots Learning
“Never apologize for being over sensitive
and emotional when defending the
welfare of wildlife. Let this be a sign that
you have a big heart and aren’t afraid to
show your true feelings. These emotions
give you the strength to fight for what is
right and to be the voice of those who
cannot be heard.”
Paul Oxton

Deep learning has experienced tremendous growth in recent years due to the growing
computing capability of machines and availability of big data. In fact, it has overtaken traditional
machine learning approaches in the fields of computer vision and speech recognition, among
others. These are fields of study where the lack of data is almost nonexisting, as the growth of
internet and the recent digital interconnection of everyday objects with the network  embedded
with sensors, software, and other technologies for the purpose of gathering and connecting 
does not stop exchanging data, concept know as the Internet of Things (IoT). As the amount of
input data increases beyond a certain number, deep learning approaches demonstrate a better
performance, whereas the efficiency when training with a machine learning technique becomes
steady. Thereby, the following graph represents how ML shows better performance for lesser
amounts of input data and the increase in the performance of the DL is directly proportional to
the size of the dataset.
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Figure 11: The performance of deep learning with respect to the amount of data [33].

In this way, a deep learning model fed with enough data is likely to yield results that are more
accurate. Nevertheless, accruing enough data to increase the accuracy of the models might be
unrealistic and difficult to achieve. For example, it is the case of underwater fish images, where
the conditions might not be suitable and labeling the samples is difficult to manage, or the case
of endangered animals categories where numerous annotated images may simply never exist.
Such limiteddata scenarios are studied within the framework of fewshots learning problems.
Once again chasing to mimic human behavior, fewshots learning has become a very important
research problem in the field of deep learning in recent years, since humans have the ability to
generalize concepts and identify objects with little direct supervision.
As the name implies, fewshots learning refers to designing a supervised learning model
to identify new categories from very few tagged samples. Deep learning has been successful
to achieve outstanding performances in a variety of applications such as speech and image
recognition, which are notorious for requiring large datasets. However, these algorithms tend
to break down when forced to make predictions when trained with a limited size dataset. This
technique is mostly employed to address computer vision problems, where employing an object
categorization model gives appropriate results, by developing domainspecific features or inference
procedures which possess highly discriminative properties for the target task [34].
Hence, when we talk about fewshots learning, we actually refer to an N way Kshots
classification. N stands for the number of classes that we are considering in the classification
task, and K for the number of images from each class to train on. In this way, an N way Kshots
problem consists of:
1. A training set (support set) containing:
• Labels in N classes.
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• A small amount K of labeled images for each class.
2. A set of Q query images which we aim to classify.

Figure 12: Fewshots Learning problem

The most common approach to deal with an insufficient size of the dataset is adding more
data to be able to fine tune the parameters of the algorithm while avoiding the underfitting or
overfitting of the model. Different techniques can be applied for this datalevel approach: the
classic one is data augmentation, which consists in adding random noise to existing images
in the dataset and thus increase the amount of available data; another approach is transfer
learning, whose basis is taking a pretrained model to solve another problem; finally, a more
recent technique is producing new image samples within the generative adversarial networks
(GANs) framework [35], which corresponds to a minimax twoplayer game where two models,
a generative and a discriminative model, are simultaneously trained for the generation of new
images.
These approaches can be useful to alleviate data scarcity challenges. However, other
contemporary techniques are sometimes needed to overcome our problem. Among the few
shot learning paradigms we can find several metric learning methods. A metric paradigm is
based on learning a metric to compare the relationship between images of different/same class
(fewshots learning), or even the relationship between an image and the description of a class
(zeroshots learning). The most noteworthy strategies in recent literature are the following ones:
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• Siamese Neural Networks have been developed to learn the concept of similarity between
input images. Its structure is composed of two identical networks which share weights.
The feature representation outputs of each of these networks are joined by an energy
function that computes some metric between them and accomplish the verification task
of discriminating between a collection of same/different pairs. Then, the generalization
task evaluates the images based on the previous learned feature mappings in a pairwise
manner by comparing images per class against the test image [36, 34]. The following
image represents this concept of learning in two consecutive stages:

Figure 13: General strategy with Siamese Neural Networks [34].

• Relation Networks are a two branches network which perform a fewshots recognition
by learning to compare query images with labeled sample images (the fewshots). This
time, the framework consists of two modules: an embedding module fφ made up of
convolutional blocks which generates representations of the query and the training images;
and an relation module gϕ which compares these embeddings and determines whether
they belong to a different or the same category. The process goes as follows: samples
xj in the query set and samples xi in the training set are fed into the embedding module,
resulting in the feature maps fφ (xj ) and fφ (xi ), respectively. Then, these outputs are
combined with operator C(fφ (xj ), fφ (xi )) and passed to the relation module which returns
a scalar representing the similarity between the inputs xi and xj , the relation score
ri,j = gϕ (C(fφ (xj ), fφ (xi ))) ∈ [0, 1].
With yl being the label of the instance xl , the objective function makes use of the mean
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square error loss to train the model,
φ∗ , ϕ∗ = arg min
φ,ϕ

∑∑
(ri,j − I(yi =yj ) )2
i

j

A diagram of a relation network is represented next.

Figure 14: Relation Network architecture [37].

• Prototypical Networks learn a metric space in which classification can be performed by
computing distances to prototype representations of each class [38]. The idea is to drive
images into a mathematical representation, through embeddding blocks consisting of, for
example, convolutional layers, where images of the same class will be forming groups
called clusters. Finally, as shown below, a metric is chosen to classify in the same category
those representations that are close to each other, or to decide that they belong to different
classes if they are far away.

Figure 15: Prototypical networks in the fewshots scenario [38].

• Matching Networks share ideas from metric learning too. More precisely, this settoset
framework tackles the problem of fewshots learning by mapping a (small) support set of
pairs of images xi and their corresponding labels yi , S = {(xi , yi )}i , to a classifier cS (·).
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Given a test instance x, the classifier defines a probability distribution over all the possible
outputs or categories. In this way, the predicted class for our unseen input is
y ∗ = arg max P (y|x, S),
y

where P is parameterized by a neural network. The architecture of a matching network is
as follows,

Figure 16: Matching Networks architecture [39].

To sum up, fewshot learning has proven to be an efficient approach to address challenging
models where the lack of data is present. In the following subsections, we go in depth with one
technique selected from both the datalevel approach and the metric approach.

4.1 Data augmentation
Deep learning, and in particular convolutional neural networks (CNNs), have made great strides
in a wide range of tasks related to computer vision. Commonly, these networks have a large
number of parameters to adjust in order to learn from the training data set, and thus perform
well in, for example, recognizing an object in an image. One of the fundamental components to
achieve these objectives is the huge datasets with images that feed the algorithms, however,
these are often limited or scarce. This problem can be alleviated with data augmentation
techniques.
Data augmentation is one of the techniques used to mitigate overfitting in neural network
models. The goal is that, at the time of training, our model never sees exactly the same image in
the different epochs. This simple but powerful idea helps at exposing the model to more aspects
of the data and generalizing better. This technique is specially powerful when it comes to image
data, since it applies simple transformations (rotate, flip, etc.) to obtain plausible new ones which
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could be in the original data set. Nevertheless, transformations must be chosen carefully and
taking into account the context of the training dataset. The knowledge of the problem domain is
quite relevant in this process, so as not to generate images that could never actually be found,
since in this way we would be worsening the training. For instance, mirror flipping would be a
wrong selection for studying the pattern of individual’s skins as it would change completely.
This approach is easiest for classification. A classifier needs to take a complicated, high
dimensional input X and summarize it with a single category identity y. This means that the
main task facing a classifier is to be invariant to a wide variety of transformations. We can
generate new (X, y) pairs easily just by transforming the X inputs in our training set [31]. Some
of the most popular image augmentations are:
• Rotation.
• Horizontal and vertical flip.
• Zoom in/out.
• Crop.
• Skew.
• Contrast and brightness adjustment.
Some examples of how these techniques provides augmented data from an original image
can be seen below.

Figure 17: Examples of different image augmentations [40].

4.2 Transfer learning
Transfer learning interest lies in the fact that instead of needing to train a neural network from
scratch, which implies requiring a large amount of data and a long computational time (days or
weeks) to train, we do it from a pretrained network. This is, using a network with its weights
from training on a large dataset commonly one of the state of the art, such as ImageNet [41]
or Omniglot [42] datasets and then continue training the model with our smaller dataset.
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If the original dataset is sufficiently large and varied, the learned weights will be able to
generalize well, and the learned characteristics can be useful for many different problems, even
though these new problems may involve completely different classes. In this way, a common
approach is loading a pretrained artificial network and changing the top layer for one that suits
the task under consideration. Within this line, there is a variant of doing transfer learning known
as feature extraction. Feature extraction is based on using the learned mapping of the inputs
to characteristics (features) by the pretrained network to extract new mappings from unseen
data. These obtained new features are processed through a completely new classifier, which
is trained from scratch.
For example, in the case of a computer vision classification problem, the architecture of
a proposed network can be ”divided” into two parts: the convolutional base of the model,
which is the chosen pretrained series of convolutional and pooling layers without the top layer,
connected to a sequence defined by as many layers as required according to the problem under
consideration. This new classifier does require training: the weights of the first layers will not
be modified (frozen layers) but the weights of the newly defined last sequence, which in general
have been started randomly, need to be tuned (trainable layers). An outline of feature extraction
is shown in the diagram below.

Figure 18: Feature extraction in transfer learning.

4.3 Siamese networks
Many object categorization applications revolve around checking if two objects are similar.
For example, for species recognition, checking if an input animal image is similar to any of
the images in the database. This problem can be approached by obtaining a mathematical
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representation (also known as embedding) for each object, on which to establish a metric
that calculates the similarity between representations of the previous step and that serves to
determine if the two objects are similar.
A Siamese network is a neural network that specializes in measuring similarities. A Siamese
neural network consists of two identical branches that are feedforward perceptrons, also known
as twin networks (this is, they share weights), joined at their outputs by an energy function.
These branches work in parallel and are responsible for creating the vector representations
for the input pair. For example, we can use a convolutional neural network as a branch if our
inputs are images. Then, using the energy function, which is located in the comparison layer,
we establish the similarity between the two inputs, making use of the backpropagation algorithm
during training. The output generated by a siamese neural network execution can be considered
the semantic similarity between the projected representation of the two input vectors [43]. The
following diagram depicts the architecture of a siamese network:

Figure 19: Siamese network architecture.

In the previous diagram, Input 1 and Input 2 are the two objects that are going to be
compared by using the mappings resulting from going through the twin branches of the network.
The architecture of the comparison layers containing the energy function that joins the pair of
outputs depends on the loss function for the optimization process and the labels in our dataset.
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Comparison layers usually have a very simple architecture and the following ones are some of
the common options:
• Computing the cosine similarity between the output vectors of the mappings, let them be
v1 and v2 , respectively.
cosine similarity = cos(θ) =

v1 · v2
∥v1 ∥ · ∥v2 ∥

The cosine similarity is a measure of the similarity between two vectors in a space equipped
with a scalar product, with which the value of the cosine of the angle θ between them is
evaluated. This measure provides a value equal to 1 if the included angle is zero, that is,
if both vectors point to the same place; the cosine vanishes if the vectors are orthogonal;
and if they point in the opposite direction, the value is −1. In this way, the value of the
metric is in the closed interval [−1, 1]. Here, the labels are real numbers in the previous
interval, and the loss function is the root mean square error (RMSE). The desired output
is, when two similar images are presented, a small angle between the outputs of the two
branches (v1 and v2 ), and a large angle if the inputs are from different class.
• Computing the L1 componentwise distance between the outputs, which is the absolute
difference of elements
|v1 − v2 |
followed by a fully connected layer with a single sigmoidal output unit, meaning than the
prediction is given in the form of a probability that the two inputs belong to the same class,
based on a weighting of the importance of the componentwise distance. This option is
for multiple class classification, and the chosen loss function is the binary cross entropy.
• Computing some distance between v1 and v2 ,
D = ∥v1 − v2 ∥
and then using as loss function the contrastive loss of the form
L = l · D + (1 − l) · max{0, m−D}

being l = 1 if the inputs are similar, and l = 0 otherwise. When the inputs belong to
the same class, we want their vector representations to be similar, therefore, we want to
minimize L = D. On the other hand, if the inputs are from different classes, we want
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their representations to be far apart, this is, we want D to be large. The term we want to
minimize is L = max{0, m−D}, where m is a hyperparameter called margin. A suitable
value for m is twice the average chosen distance between the mappings of the training
input pairs. The idea of margin is that when v1 and v2 are sufficiently different, the loss
will already be L = 0, consequently, the model will waste no effort in further separating
v1 and v2 , and will focus on input pairs that, being from different classes, have close
representations.
There is another alternative as loss function called triplet loss which takes the previous
idea one step further by considering a triplet formed by an anchor input, a positive input
(that is, belong to the same class as the anchor input), and a negative input from a different
class, with vector representations va , vp , vn , respectively. The goal is to make the vector
representation va more similar to vp than vn . The precise formula is given by
L = max{0, m + ∥va − vp ∥ − ∥va − vn ∥}
Here, the margin m ensures that vp is at least m closer to va than vn .
This architecture has become widespread in computer science and information technology
applications since its appearance in 1994. Siamese nets were introduced for the recognition
of handwritten signatures collected through a pad device as an image matching problem [44].
Once trained, only half of the net was used for the verification task. Considering the output
feature vector for a new signature, this was compared with a stored feature vector for the signer
and if it was closer than a chosen threshold it was accepted as genuine, while all others were
rejected as forgeries.
Thereby, constructing a prediction model with a siamese architecture goes through two
steps. First, we aim to learn a neural network that can distinguish between the equity/difference
of classes of a pair of inputs. The verification model is trained to give a probability that the
pair belong to the same class, by sampling random same and different pairs of inputs. Then,
the model is used to evaluate a new test samples in a pairwise manner against one input per
possible class in which one could be assigned, choosing the one with the highest score. This
is, given a test input x which we want to classify into one of C categories, and given an input
representing an example from each of them, {xc }C
c=1 , we query the network using (x, xc ) as the
input pair for c = 1, · · · , C and have back the probability pc that x belongs to the same class as
xc . Finally, the predicted class is the one corresponding to the maximum similarity
c∗ = arg max pc
c
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As it was mentioned before, this model has been employed in several different fields. Some of
them are audio and speech recognition, in which the siamese deep neural network was used
to detect all the semantically similar audio clips in an input audio recording [45]; biology, where
the usage of the networks was for classifying chromosomes and for karyotyping [46]; image
analysis, which is the field with the highest number of applications for the siamese networks,
for example, for face verification [47]; or oneshot image recognition, where a siamese network
containing a convolutional neural network was developed to recognize characters from different
alphabets [34], work which has had a large impact on oneshot image recognition, and has
become a pillar in the field.
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Chapter 5

Implementation
“Until one has loved an animal, a part of
one’s soul remains unawakened.”
Anatole France

5.1 Python
Python is a dynamic, crossplatform, interpreted programming language created in the early
1990s by Guido van Rossum [48] at Stichting Mathematisch Centrum in the Netherlands as a
successor of a language called ABC. The chosen name, Python, was taken from the British
comedy group Monty Python, of which Guido was a huge fan. All Python releases are Open
Source, its latest version is Python 3.9.5 and Python source code and installers are available
for download for all versions at https://www.python.org/.
It is considered a multiparadigm language because it has facilities for objectoriented, imperative
and functional programming. It is also a highlevel language since it contains implicit data
structures such as lists, dictionaries, sets and tuples, which allow carrying out complex tasks
in only a few lines of code and in a readable way. Python is chosen by most programmers in
specialized scientific areas as it has a large library of resources with a special emphasis on
mathematics.
Since its inception, Python has enjoyed a constant evolution, which, added to the support
of the community, have made it particularly relevant in the development of applications. This,
together with its simplicity, have placed it in the Big Data scene and especially, as one of the
first options in the development of automated learning algorithms. The generalization of Big
Data in recent years, followed by the explosion of artificial intelligence, machine learning, deep
learning and the consolidation of data science as a new area of work with its own specialists,
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have revolutionized the field of programming. Python’s crossplatform character favors data
extraction and processing, yet another reason why this simple, legible and elegant language has
attracted the attention of developers around the world. Python is a general purpose language.
This means that although some languages have a better position, such as R in Data Science
technologies, Python allows covering projects in a much faster and more efficient way.
As Python is very present in the academic field, being used as a reference language in most
universities, its presence in the field of research is more than justified. Hence, many of the
tools and libraries that have emerged in this sector have been developed in this language and
exploited by data engineers and data scientists. Some examples are PySpark (Big Data), or
Pandas, NumPy, Matplotlib or Jupyter (data science).
Specifically, the Python libraries that have been used in the development of this project are
as follows:
• os  Miscellaneous operating system interfaces (https://docs.python.org/3/library/
os.html). This library provides a portable way of using operating system dependent
functionality. It allows reading or writing file lines, manipulating paths, or creating temporary
files and directories.
• numpy [49]. NumPy is the fundamental package for scientific computing in Python. It
is a Python library that provides a multidimensional array object, various derived objects
(such as masked arrays and matrices), and an assortment of routines for fast operations
on arrays, including mathematical, logical, shape manipulation, sorting, selecting, I/O,
discrete Fourier transforms, basic linear algebra, basic statistical operations, random simulation
and much more.
• random (https://docs.python.org/3/library/random.html). This module implements
pseudorandom number generators for various distributions. For integers, there is uniform
selection from a range. For sequences, there is uniform selection of a random element,
a function to generate a random permutation of a list inplace, and a function for random
sampling without replacement. On the real line, there are functions to compute uniform,
normal (Gaussian), lognormal, negative exponential, gamma, and beta distributions. For
generating distributions of angles, the von Mises distribution is available.
• math (https://docs.python.org/3/library/math.html). This module provides access
to the mathematical functions defined by the C standard. Except when explicitly noted
otherwise, all of the functions return values of type float.
• pickle (https://docs.python.org/3/library/pickle.html). The pickle module implements
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binary protocols for serializing and deserializing a Python object structure. “Pickling”
is the process whereby a Python object hierarchy is converted into a byte stream, and
“unpickling” is the inverse operation, whereby a byte stream (from a binary file or bytes
like object) is converted back into an object hierarchy. The .pkl files that are generated
when using this library are quite useful to retain Python objects, for example, when we
want to keep the train, validation and test division of our dataset.
• cv2 [50]. OpenCVPython is a library of Python bindings designed to solve computer
vision problems, it supports a multitude of algorithms related to Machine Learning and it
is expanding day by day. OpenCVPython makes use of NumPy, all the OpenCV array
structures are converted to and from NumPy arrays, which makes it easier to integrate
with other libraries such as SciPy and Matplotlib.
• imgaug (https://imgaug.readthedocs.io/en/latest/). This library implements image
augmentation processes for machine learning experiments. It supports a wide range of
augmentation techniques, allows to easily combine these and to execute them in random
order or on multiple CPU cores, has a simple yet powerful stochastic interface and can
not only augment images, but also keypoints/landmarks, bounding boxes, heatmaps and
segmentation maps.
• tensorflow [51]. TensorFlow is an interface for expressing and executing machine learning
implementations. This module is flexible and can be used to express a wide variety of
algorithms for deep neural network models, and it has been used for conducting research
and for deploying systems in more than a dozen areas of computer science and other
fields, including speech recognition, computer vision, robotics, information retrieval, natural
language processing, geographic information extraction, and computational drug discovery.
• keras [52]. Keras is a deep learning API written in Python, running on top of the machine
learning platform TensorFlow, with a focus on modern deep learning. It provides essential
abstractions and building blocks for developing and shipping machine learning solutions
with high iteration velocity. The core data structures of Keras are layers and models. The
simplest type of model is the sequential model, which consists of a linear stack of layers.
But Keras functional API allows more complex architectures and building arbitrary graphs
of layers, or writing models entirely from scratch via subclasssing.
• GPyOpt [53]. This library for Bayesian Optimization is based on GPy, a Python framework
for Gaussian process modelling which allows handling large data sets. Among other
functionalities, it is possible to use this module to optimize physical experiments (sequentially
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or in batches), tune the parameters of machine learning algorithms design experiments in
parallel and using cost models and mix different types of variables in these designs.
Additionally, several Classes are defined to develop the project. As an object oriented
programming language, almost everything in Python is an object, with its properties and methods.
A Class is like an object constructor, or a ”blueprint” for creating objects. By definition, they begin
with a function called __init__(), which is always executed when the class is being initiated.
This initial function is used to assign values to object properties, or other operations that are
necessary to do when the object is being created. Another important parameter is the self
parameter, which is a reference to the current instance of the class, and is used to access
variables that belongs to the class.

5.2 Hardware
Traditionally, machine learning models were trained using the CPU of a single machine. A
computer’s central processing unit (CPU) is the part that contains the elements used to process
data, retrieves and executes instructions. It consists of the main memory, the arithmetic and logit
unit (ALU) and various control registers. However, this approach is insufficient for deep learning
models, as a CPU, consisting of a few cores focused on sequential serial processing, can not
manage the high computational workload required by neural networks. That is why neural
networks are trained using more sophisticated setups, such us the CPUs of many machines
networked together, or basing the implementations on a GPU.
A graphics processing unit (GPU) is a specialized electronic circuit located on the graphic
card of a computer dedicated to graphics processing or floating point operations. Their highly
parallel structure, which consists of thousands of smaller cores made for multitasking, makes
them more efficient than generalpurpose CPUs for algorithms that process large blocks of data
in parallel. They are used to lighten the workload of the central processor in applications such as
video games, as they are very efficient at manipulating computer graphics and heavy objects of
image processing problems. Neural network algorithms require the same performance characteristics
as these graphics applications because they involve large and numerous buffers of parameters,
activation values, and gradient values, each of which must be completely updated during every
step of training.
These programming challenges were significantly reduced in 2007 when NVIDIA (a graphic
cards manufacturer) released a Clike programming interface for GPUs called CUDA (Compute
Unified Device Architecture) [54]. CUDA was specifically designed to facilitate the use of GPUs
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for general computing tasks, and programming libraries for deep learning rely on the CUDA
toolkit. The following picture shows a NVIDIA graphic card and the location of the GPU in it:

Figure 20: NVIDIA graphic card.

Furthermore, programming for deep learning has also advanced, in addition to the power
offered by GPUaccelerated systems, thanks to the use of highperformance computing (HPC)
and orchestration components integrated into globalscale cloud platforms. A cloud platform
refers to the operating system and hardware of a server in an Internetbased data center. It
allows software and hardware products to coexist remotely and at scale. This makes it easier
for companies and research teams to rent access for computing their services, for example,
to servers, databases storage or software. Therefore, they don’t have to set up and own
data centers or computing infrastructure. The most famous options for running models in
the cloud are Amazon’s AWS Deep Learning AMIs (Amazon Machine Images), https://aws.
amazon.com/machine-learning/amis/, virtual machines that come configured with some of the
most popular DL libraries; and Google Cloud AI, https://cloud.google.com/products/ai/,
which have gone one step further and created Tensor Processing Units TPUs,(https://cloud.
google.com/tpu/)– microprocessors, optimized for fast neural network operations such as
matrix multiplication and activation functions [40].
Cloud computing has been used for the implementation of this Master Thesis. Specifically,
scientific and technological infrastructures of the Centro de Supercomputación de Galicia (CESGA)
have been provided for the development of this project. CESGA Foundation aims to contribute
to the advancement of Science and Technology, through research and application of high
performance computing and communications, as well as other information technology resources,
in collaboration with other institutions, for the benefit of the Society. CESGA has advanced
infrastructures which provide great computational power for calculations in scientifictechnological
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environments through different architectures. In particular, for simulations that demand high
performance computing, the FinisTerrae supercomputer offers a highperformance interconnection
network for parallel jobs that require the use of GPUs. It also allows the realization of simulations
that require handling large volumes of data.
The mode of access to these servers is done using an SSH (Secure Shell) client that allows
encrypted information transfers. To establish the VPN connection, the client FortiClient (http://
www.forticlient.com/) is used. Finally, the program MobaXterm (http://mobaxterm.mobatek.
net/) allows the connection by SSH to the remote machine, opening XWindows applications,
copying files between the local and remote machines (sftp), editing remote files, etc.

5.3 Approaching the problem
This Master Thesis is the culmination of the work carried out in collaboration with the Instituto
de Investigacións Mariñas (IIMCSIC) in the framework of the JAE Intro ICU grant entitled
”Development of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques for the photoidentification of fish individuals
and implementation of a capturemarkrecapture model (CMR)” (with reference: JAEICU20
IIM02). The development of this system lies within the framework of the project ”Herramientas
innovadoras aplicadas al monitoreo de poblaciones en el entorno de un Área Marina Protegida:
inteligencia artificial, Genómica y Telemetría Acústica (iGENTAC)”, with the collaboration of
the Fundación Biodiversidad, through the Programa Pleamar, cofinanced by the European
Maritime and Fisheries Fund (EMFF). In addition, the project has the active collaboration of the
Parque Nacional das Illas Atlánticas de Galicia.
The iGENTAC project aims to contribute to the monitoring of coastal species by developing
minimally invasive tools that allow distinguishing between specimens of the same species. This
management is important because marine biodiversity and the ecosystems that support it are
fundamental to the three pillars of sustainable development economic, social and environmental
that maintain the healthy functioning of the planet and provide services for health, wellbeing and
prosperity of the society. To assess the effect of environmental factors and human pressures on
coastal ecosystems and species that inhabit there, it is essential to monitor populations. The
information derived from this project will allow obtaining more precise measurements of the
population status of the target species. This will make it possible to quantify possible impacts
on the ecosystem and design management strategies to mitigate them.
Identification through photographs and the development of recognition algorithms with artificial
intelligence techniques would be an effective, fast, inexpensive and noninvasive way to study
populations, allowing the identification and tracking of individuals in time and space. These
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tools would provide the data necessary to develop markrecapture models to estimate different
characteristics of coastal fish populations such as their abundance, migrations or mortality rates,
which are crucial to assess the health of these populations as core information to properly define
efficient and effective management actions.
To develop and test the artificial intelligence photoidentification system proposed in this
work, the undulate ray has been chosen as the target species. This is because it has a very
recognizable coloring and spot pattern that is easy to record through photographs, either in its
natural environment or once captured. In addition, it is a coastal species of high commercial
interest for the Galician artisanal fleet. During the last years, their populations show a negative
trend and the species is globally classified as “endangered” by the International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List [55] and as “near threatened” in Europe ([56]). Despite
its high vulnerability, knowledge about its biology and ecology remains deficient.

Figure 21: Specimen of undulate ray at Cíes Islands.

The undulate ray (Raja undulata, Lacepède, 1802), is present in temperate zones of the
eastern Atlantic and western Mediterranean [57], such as Cíes Islands, which can be appreciated
in the picture above. Its habitat is mainly made up of sandy bottoms and mud up to 200 m deep
which makes it the species with the shallowest distribution of all those present in Galicia and,
therefore, more accessible [58]. Adults approach one meter in length and their weight ranges
between 24 kg, although specimens weighing more than 10 kg have been found. It has a
pair of spines before the eye and two others behind, in addition to abundant dermal denticles
all over the back of the disc. In the dorsocaudal midline, which extends from the area behind
the eyes to the first dorsal fin, it has 20 to 55 spines. Although its coloration is highly variable
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(beige or grayish tones in the background), the ventral part is white, and its most obvious and
recognizable characteristic are the dark irregular lines, more or less bordered by light points,
that are distributed along the back of the disc. Like all elasmobranchs, the males have two more
or less developed pterygopods (depending on the stage of maturity) and the females lack them.
To create a database of digital images that feed the recognition algorithms used to discriminate
between individuals, citizen collaboration has been required. In this way, the project also has
had the character of a Citizen Science project, as can be seen in http://www.iim.csic.es/
index.php/material-didactico/, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m4AmWXsKY8c and the
following image.

Figure 22: Citizen Science project.

In addition, the collaboration agreement with The Undulate Ray (TUR) Project (http://
undulateray.uk/) has served to start the construction of our model. This project, led by Martin
Openshaw and Sheilah Openshaw, started with the photographic identification of individual
undulate rays using the software application WildID [15] to record their presence on the South
Coast (West of Selsey Bill). The following timeline shows a summary of TUR activities:
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Figure 23: The Undulate Ray Project summary.

Over the years, they have gathered a consistent image database. With this, they have
developed a fairly extensive analysis of the undulate pattern of these individuals depicted
below, as well as a study of their habitat, genetics and social relationships. They provided
us with this database which has been of great help in our work and their collaboration has been
highly appreciated.

Figure 24: The Undulate Ray Project: pattern analysis.

5.3.1 Methodology
This section gives the details of the system defined for the photoidentification of individuals
of the undulate ray. Our system is not only innovative for being the first implementation of
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deep learning techniques that achieves this objective, but it also proposes a methodology for
the detection and management of new individuals. The task we have faced has not only been
difficult due to the very definition of the problem, but also because of data scarcity: the collection
of data and photographs is a limited process due to the logistical capacity to take the images
(underwater environment, understaffed research teams, etc.). Furthermore, our model has had
to learn from an ambiguous base scenario, since it feeds on both angling photographs and
noninvasive underwater images. All the defined routines and methodologies have always had
the focus on this problem, and the following lines show how all of them have contributed to the
construction of a model capable of automatically identifying individuals of this species.
As explained in Chapter 4, the most common approach to deal with an insufficient size
of the dataset is implementing a data augmentation process. An interesting question that
arises at this point is whether data augmentation should be done before or after splitting the
training, validation, and test samples. One might think that if we increase the data before
dividing the sample, with a high probability we would be passing practically the same image just
adding some noise to the training and evaluation sets, thus falling into overfitting. However,
as the original photographs of each individual available were taken at the same moment with a
difference of seconds although always promoting ambiguity in the seabed, actually what we
are doing if we divide in this order is encouraging the variability of images of the same individual
and, therefore, helping the model to learn and fine tuning the parameters of the algorithm.
So as not to generate images that could never actually be found, these techniques have
been carefully selected. For instance, mirror flipping would be a wrong selection for studying
the pattern of individual’s skins since this technique would change it completely. Therefore, the
selected ones are the following:
• Affine transformations, which involve scaling, translation, rotation and shear.
• Pixel sum transformation, which consists in adding a value to all pixels in an image.
• Hue and saturation transformation, which modifies saturation and hue by random values.
• Contrast transformation, which adjusts contrast by scaling each pixel.
• Additive gaussian noise transformation, which adds noise sampled from gaussian distributions
elementwise to images.
The following images show an original photo and an example of the application of each of
the defined techniques:
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(a) Original image

(d) Pixel sum transformation

(b) Contrast transformation

(e)
Hue
and
transformation

saturation

(c) Additive
transformation

gaussian

noise

(f) Affine transformations

Figure 25: Considered data augmentation techniques.

Then, a sequence of transformations is defined where these child augmenters are applied
with a probability of p = 0.5. The following images have been created with this sequence:

Figure 26: Some of the images that have been augmented with the defined sequence.

As mentioned above, The Undulate Ray Project (TUR) provided us with their image database.
These images were used to run the first trainings of the model while the IIM’s own image dataset
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was being compiled. Details of the reason will be given later, but both sets have been used for
the final training, albeit applying data augmentation once only to the latter.
To understand the most relevant executions of the model that will be shown along this
subsection, the ID of individuals from TUR dataset starts with ”Ray”, and if the individual belongs
to the IIM dataset its ID starts with ”skate_”. The following extract is part of the beginning of the
execution, where the GPU is detected and the images are loaded:
Number of avaliable GPUs:

1

We load the images data set:
Extracting images from the source folder: Raja_undulata_UK
Extracting images from the source folder: raja_undulata
In total, we load 1173 images.
Performing data augmentation 1 times.

Next, the siamese network architecture was chosen as the base of our model. This metric
based method has been chosen because the idea of learning similarities in two steps provides
us with a flexible framework that adapts both to the problem of identifying the current individuals
in our database, and to address the later arrival of new specimens.
Recall that in the verification task our objective is that the network learns to decide between
the equity/difference of the classes of a pair of input images. The verification model is trained to
give a score that the pair belongs to the same class, sampling pairs of equal and different inputs
randomly. This first step is very useful in our problem domain because the task could be trained
even with pairs of images of individuals of other species of rays. We only want this model
to learn which parts of the images are discriminating, since our target and our identification
categories are not defined yet. For this reason, we train not only with the database of the IIM
but also with the images provided by TUR. The following diagram depicts the verification task
for our problem:
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Figure 27: Randomly sampling pairs of images of same/different class for the verification task.

Then, the learned verification task is used for the identification model to evaluate the target
image in a pairwise manner against a sample image of the support set per possible individual
(i.e., category) to which it could be assigned, choosing the one with the highest score. The
flexibility in choosing which individuals of the support set are my target categories will allow us
to broaden our set when we detect new individuals. The following diagram depicts this time the
oneshot task for our problem:
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Figure 28: Pairwise comparison of the target image against each category in the oneshot task.

In this sense, siamese networks are a very good bet as the architecture for our problem. As
previously mentioned, our model has been trained with the images of rays from the TUR and
the IIM databases, and the definition of the architecture itself allows us to contemplate only the
target rays from the IIM dataset as categories (the one whose ID starts with ”skate_”). However,
some of these rays does not count with sufficient images and we have to delete them, as we
require that:
• There are at least two images in the train set.
• There is some image in the validation set.
• There are at least n_eval = 3 images in the evaluation (test) set.
Once applied this filter, our dataset is divided as follows:
Finally, we have 30 rays to photo-identify (i.e., categories)
Ray
Ray
Ray
Ray
Ray
Ray
Ray
Ray
Ray
Ray
Ray
Ray

864:
834:
832:
831:
787:
741:
674:
618:
613:
586:
550:
548:

6 images in total.
6 images in total.
7 images in total.
4 images in total.
13 images in total.
9 images in total.
9 images in total.
12 images in total.
6 images in total.
7 images in total.
11 images in total.
5 images in total.
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Ray 540: 14 images in total.
Ray 538: 6 images in total.
Ray 517: 12 images in total.
Ray 516: 8 images in total.
Ray 515: 8 images in total.
Ray 46: 13 images in total.
Ray 445: 9 images in total.
Ray 438: 10 images in total.
Ray 385: 17 images in total.
Ray 384: 13 images in total.
Ray 383: 8 images in total.
Ray 382: 7 images in total.
Ray 381: 11 images in total.
Ray 378: 9 images in total.
Ray 377: 9 images in total.
Ray 373: 14 images in total.
Ray 35: 9 images in total.
Ray 33: 9 images in total.
Ray 28: 9 images in total.
Ray 239: 13 images in total.
Ray 234: 12 images in total.
Ray 212: 28 images in total.
Ray 21: 10 images in total.
Ray 208: 8 images in total.
Ray 20: 14 images in total.
Ray 2: 14 images in total.
Ray 172: 6 images in total.
Ray 166: 15 images in total.
Ray 159: 10 images in total.
Ray 139: 15 images in total.
Ray 12: 20 images in total.
Ray 1: 8 images in total.
skate_RUN-4003: 8 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
4 images are for the train set, and 1 images are for the validation set.
skate_RUN-0618: 10 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
6 images are for the train set, and 1 images are for the validation set.
skate_RUN-0617: 11 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
6 images are for the train set, and 2 images are for the validation set.
skate_RUN-0616: 13 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
8 images are for the train set, and 2 images are for the validation set.
skate_RUN-0615: 11 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
6 images are for the train set, and 2 images are for the validation set.
skate_RUN-0614: 15 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
9 images are for the train set, and 3 images are for the validation set.
skate_RUN-0613: 13 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
8 images are for the train set, and 2 images are for the validation set.
skate_IRIS-RUN-012: 31 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
21 images are for the train set, and 7 images are for the validation set.
skate_IRIS-RUN-011: 13 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
8 images are for the train set, and 2 images are for the validation set.
skate_IRIS-RUN-010: 27 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
18 images are for the train set, and 6 images are for the validation set.
skate_IRIS-RUN-008: 10 images in total.
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Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
6 images are for the train set, and 1 images
skate_IRIS-RUN-006: 11 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
6 images are for the train set, and 2 images
skate_IRIS-RUN-005: 12 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
7 images are for the train set, and 2 images
skate_IRIS-RUN-002: 9 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
5 images are for the train set, and 1 images
skate_IRIS-RUN-001: 10 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
6 images are for the train set, and 1 images
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-22: 8 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
4 images are for the train set, and 1 images
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-21: 8 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
4 images are for the train set, and 1 images
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-19: 7 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
3 images are for the train set, and 1 images
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-18: 9 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
5 images are for the train set, and 1 images
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-17: 11 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
6 images are for the train set, and 2 images
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-16: 8 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
4 images are for the train set, and 1 images
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-15: 8 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
4 images are for the train set, and 1 images
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-14: 8 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
4 images are for the train set, and 1 images
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-07: 7 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
3 images are for the train set, and 1 images
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-06: 10 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
6 images are for the train set, and 1 images
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-05: 8 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
4 images are for the train set, and 1 images
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-02: 7 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
3 images are for the train set, and 1 images
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01: 12 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
7 images are for the train set, and 2 images
skate_DESTAC-RUN-20-27: 7 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
3 images are for the train set, and 1 images
skate_DESTAC-RUN-20-20: 7 images in total.
Of which 3 are for evaluating (test set),
3 images are for the train set, and 1 images
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In total, my train set contains 650 images of rays.
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For the twin networks that make up the two branches of the siamese architecture we need
to define a convolutional neural network for creating the vector representations of our input
images. For training, the development of a CNN from scratch is infeasible for us due to our
dataset size and the multiple weights to adjust if we want an accurate network. Therefore, the
choice has been to import a pretrained model. The chosen one is Keras image classification
model InceptionResNetV2 [59] loaded with weights pretrained on ImageNet [41]. The weights of
the network have been frozen and the fullyconnected layer at the top has not been included.
Instead, the units in the final convolutional layer are flattened into a single vector, which is
the embedding of the input image. A print of this convolutional base is shown to identify its
components:
Summary of the convolutional twin branch:
Model: "convolutional_twin_branch"
_________________________________________________________________
Layer (type)
Output Shape
Param #
=================================================================
inception_resnet_v2 (Functio (None, 4, 6, 1536)
54336736
_________________________________________________________________
vectorizing (Flatten)
(None, 36864)
0
=================================================================
Total params: 54,336,736
Trainable params: 0
Non-trainable params: 54,336,736

As one can read, there are 0 trainable parameters. As we rely on the embedding that the
convolutional base provides, so that our network fits our problem, what we do is defining the
comparison layer choosing as energy function that joins the pair of outputs the elementwise
l1distance. Finally, this layer is given to a single dense output unit, with what we get to have
a weighted distance. In this way, we have defined a model that will train which parts of the
embeddings are more relevant for our problem. The final output unit has as activation the
∑
sigmoidal function, which gives the same class or not probability prediction p = σ ( i wi · |x1i − x2i |),
where wi are the parameters that are learned by the model during training, weighting the
importance of the componentwise distance. Finally, the architecture of the simase network
defined for our model is
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Figure 29: Siamese network defined for our model.

And the summary from Python is also printed:
Summary of the siamese network:
Model: "Siamese_model"
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Layer (type)
Output Shape
Param #
Connected to
==================================================================================================
input_2 (InputLayer)
[(None, 200, 250, 3) 0
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
input_3 (InputLayer)
[(None, 200, 250, 3) 0
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
convolutional_twin_branch (Sequ (None, 36864)
54336736
input_2[0][0]
input_3[0][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
l1_distance_layer (Lambda)
(None, 36864)
0
convolutional_twin_branch[0][0]
convolutional_twin_branch[1][0]
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
output_prediction_layer (Dense) (None, 1)
36865
l1_distance_layer[0][0]
==================================================================================================
Total params: 54,373,601
Trainable params: 36,865
Non-trainable params: 54,336,736
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our goal is to find a set of weights such that the error is minimum. Let us consider that
(i)

(i)

our training set is composed of instance pairs (img1 , img2 ) and their label as same class
or not, y (i) = 1 or y (i) = 0, respectively. For this input pair, our model hθ provides the output
(i)

(i)

hθ (img1 , img2 ) ∈ [0, 1], interpreted as the probability that the input images belong to the same
category,

[
]
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
P y (i) = 1|(img1 , img2 ) = hθ (img1 , img2 )
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[
]
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
P y (i) = 0|(img1 , img2 ) = 1 − hθ (img1 , img2 )
These two expressions can be written in a single one,
[
]
(
) (i)
(i)
(i) 1−y
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i) (i)
P y (i) |(img1 , img2 ) = hθ (img1 , img2 )y · 1 − hθ (img1 , img2 )
resulting in the expression of likelihood,
L=

∏

(i)

(i)

hθ (img1 , img2 )y

(i)

(
) (i)
(i)
(i) 1−y
· 1 − hθ (img1 , img2 )

i

Using properties of logarithms and inverting the value, we obtain the expression for the
binary cross entropy
−

∑

(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

y (i) · log hθ (img1 , img2 ) + (1 − y (i) ) · log 1 − hθ (img1 , img2 )

i

This objective is combined with standard backpropagation algorithm with learning rate η and
momentum µ. These hyperparameters are optimized later.
Once the network and the optimization method are defined, the model is ready to be trained
by facing pairs of similar and dissimilar images. When validating the predictions, it is requested
that there is a minimum of variability in the predictions, i.e., that the standard deviation of the
predicted probabilities exceeds a certain threshold so that the output of the classifier is not
almost the same for all the images that feed the model. This standard deviation threshold is
a tuning parameter. The last tuning parameter is input image shape, since there is a tradeoff
between the information provided by large resolutions and the amount of weights of the network
that need to be trained.
hyperparameters = [{'name':
{'name':
{'name':
{'name':

'learning_rate', 'type': 'continuous', 'domain': (10e-5, 10e-2)},
'momentum', 'type': 'continuous', 'domain': (0.0, 1.0)},
'std_prob_threshold', 'type': 'discrete', 'domain': (0.01, 0.001)},
'input_shape', 'type': 'discrete', 'domain': (75,100,200)}]

To tune the parameters of this deep learning model, whose domain is defined above, it
is necessary to select an strategy. The most widely used optimization methods are search
approaches such as grid search the studied values of each hyperparameter are uniformly
distributed within a range delimited by the analyst and random search the data are random
within that range. The downside of these methods is that they typically require a considerable
amount of function evaluations to effectively cover the search space and find extrema. Although
these strategies are totally valid and generate good results, especially when there is criteria to
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narrow the search range, they share a common deficiency: neither takes into account the results
obtained so far, which prevents them from focusing the search on the regions of greatest interest
and avoid unnecessary regions. An alternative is to search for hyperparameters with Bayesian
optimization, which works by incorporating information learned in previous function evaluations
to choose an optimal set of coordinates for the next evaluation by calculating the posterior
predictive distribution for the function’s value at each point. Finally, the selected parameters
have been the following:
learning_rate = 0.03912520789802503
momentum = 0.867664102469463
std_prob_threshold = 0.001
input_shape = (200, 250, 3)

We execute the model training, concretely with 3000 training iterations and a batch size
equal to 25, which means that 3000 times we train the network with a pair of sameindividual
photos and a pair of differentindividuals photos of 25 randomly selected ray individuals. To track
and visualize our model metrics, such as loss and accuracy we use the TensorFlow Visualization
Toolkit: TensorBoard. With this tool we can check if we are performing a good training and detect
possible problems when analysing these first two graphs:
• Regarding the loss function to minimize, we can see that as the training progresses, our
model is making fewer errors. This means that the defined learning rate is a good learning
speed, since the loss function decreases until the curve flattens, which means that the
model found a solution. Otherwise, if we had defined a high rate, the model would not
have time to learn and the graph would oscillate, which means that the model predicts the
result with pure conjecture.
• It can also be observed that our model learns correctly through the accuracy function,
whose graph tells that the prediction accuracy increases as the training progresses.

(a) Train loss

(b) Train accuracy

Figure 30: Training in Tensorboard.
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During training, it is tested whether our model fits well by evaluating the performance over
the unseen validation set. Concretely, we validate each 250 train iterations, and the graph below
show these accuracies:

Figure 31: Tensorboard: fewshots validation accuracies.

The best validation accuracy is obteined after run no. 1750, as printed in the following extract,
whose weights are saved and make up the final model.
...
Iteration 1750/3000: Train loss: 6.538949, Train Accuracy: 0.900000, lr = 0.039125
Making Few-Shots Task on validation images of the evaluable rays:
skate_RUN-4003, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_RUN-0618, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_RUN-0617, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_RUN-0616, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_RUN-0615, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_RUN-0614, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_RUN-0613, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_IRIS-RUN-012, validation accuracy: 0.8571428571428571
skate_IRIS-RUN-011, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_IRIS-RUN-010, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_IRIS-RUN-008, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_IRIS-RUN-006, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_IRIS-RUN-005, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_IRIS-RUN-002, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_IRIS-RUN-001, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-22, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-21, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-19, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-18, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-17, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-16, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-15, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-14, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-07, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-06, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-05, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-02, validation accuracy: 1.0
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skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01, validation accuracy: 1.0
skate_DESTAC-RUN-20-27, validation accuracy: 0.0
skate_DESTAC-RUN-20-20, validation accuracy: 0.0
Mean global validation accuracy: 0.9285714285714286
Iteration 1751/3000: Train loss: 10.694680, Train Accuracy: 0.880000, lr = 0.039125
...

As has been previously explained, the classification problem is not easy to tackle. In order to
encourage our prediction capability by fully exploiting our reduced data set, Ensemble Methods
techniques were taken as inspiration to define the evaluation framework. The way to proceed
in ensemble learning is to build a final model by combining the strengths of a collection of simpler
base models [60]. This is, when using ensemble techniques, the final decision for each new
test sample instance is made based on a (typically weighted but also unweighted) vote of the
predictions obtained from the base models. In our case, we are not going to construct different
models but to take advantage of the fact that we know that a certain set of photos that has been
taken in the same moment belongs to a unique individual, and perform majority voting of the
prediction for each image:
1. Following the notation of the definition of a fewshot learning problem, the (unbalanced)
support dataset contains N individuals in which we can classify, with a small amount Kn ,
n = 1, · · · , N , of images in each class, and we also have an evaluation dataset of query
individuals which we aim to classify, with n_eval images for individual.
2. For each individual in the evaluation set, their classification will be given by majority vote
on the predictions made for each of their n_eval photos eval_i, i = 1, · · · , n_eval.
3. The prediction for each test_imagei is given by that category of the support set with the
maximum probability of being similar.
4. In turn, the probability that the image under consideration test_imagei is similar to each
category n, is given by the mean of the probabilities resulting from facing this image to
each of the Kn available support images, n = 1, · · · , N .
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(a) Mean prediction probability

(b) Majority voting

Figure 32: Ensemble inspired methodology

The following part of the end of the execution shows how this methodology is applied:
Train Ended!
Making predictions for ray: skate_RUN-4003
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in
,→
'skate_IRIS-RUN-002']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_RUN-0618
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in
,→
'skate_IRIS-RUN-002']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in
Prediction nº: 3

this comparison is:

['skate_RUN-4003']

this comparison is:

['skate_RUN-4003',

this comparison is:

['skate_DESTAC-RUN-20-27']

prediction is: skate_RUN-4003

this comparison is:

['skate_RUN-0618',

this comparison is:

['skate_RUN-0618']
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With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0618',
,→
'skate_RUN-0615', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-002']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_RUN-0618
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_RUN-0617
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0617']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0617',
,→
'skate_RUN-0616', 'skate_RUN-0614', 'skate_RUN-0613', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-010',
,→
'skate_IRIS-RUN-001']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0617',
,→
'skate_RUN-0614']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_RUN-0617
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_RUN-0616
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0616']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 0.6666667 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0616']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0616',
,→
'skate_RUN-0614']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 0.8888889 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_RUN-0616
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_RUN-0615
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0618',
,→
'skate_RUN-0615', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-005']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0615']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0618',
,→
'skate_RUN-0615']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_RUN-0615
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_RUN-0614
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0617',
,→
'skate_RUN-0614', 'skate_RUN-0613', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-012', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-011',
,→
'skate_IRIS-RUN-010', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-006', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-001']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0617',
'skate_RUN-0616', 'skate_RUN-0614', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-012', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-010',
,→
,→
'skate_IRIS-RUN-001']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0616',
,→
'skate_RUN-0614', 'skate_RUN-0613']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_RUN-0614
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_RUN-0613
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0617',
,→
'skate_RUN-0614', 'skate_RUN-0613']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0617',
,→
'skate_RUN-0613', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-010']
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Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0617',
,→
'skate_RUN-0614', 'skate_RUN-0613', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-010']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_RUN-0617
Correct prediction? False
Making predictions for ray: skate_IRIS-RUN-012
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IRIS-RUN-012']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0617',
,→
'skate_IRIS-RUN-012', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-011', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-010', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-005']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IRIS-RUN-012',
,→
'skate_IRIS-RUN-011']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IRIS-RUN-012
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_IRIS-RUN-011
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IRIS-RUN-011']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IRIS-RUN-011']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IRIS-RUN-011']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IRIS-RUN-011
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_IRIS-RUN-010
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0616',
'skate_RUN-0614', 'skate_RUN-0613', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-012', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-010',
,→
,→
'skate_IRIS-RUN-001']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0617',
,→
'skate_IRIS-RUN-012', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-011', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-010', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-001']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0617',
,→
'skate_RUN-0613', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-012', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-011', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-010',
,→
'skate_IRIS-RUN-001']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IRIS-RUN-012
Correct prediction? False
Making predictions for ray: skate_IRIS-RUN-008
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IRIS-RUN-008']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0618',
'skate_RUN-0616', 'skate_RUN-0615', 'skate_RUN-0614', 'skate_RUN-0613', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-012'
,→
,→
, 'skate_IRIS-RUN-011', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-010', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-008', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-006',
,→
'skate_IRIS-RUN-005', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-002', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-001', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-06']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IRIS-RUN-008']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IRIS-RUN-008
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_IRIS-RUN-006
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IRIS-RUN-006']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IRIS-RUN-006',
,→
'skate_IRIS-RUN-001']
Prediction nº: 3
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With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IRIS-RUN-006']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IRIS-RUN-006
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_IRIS-RUN-005
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IRIS-RUN-005',
,→
'skate_IRIS-RUN-001']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IRIS-RUN-005']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IRIS-RUN-005',
,→
'skate_IRIS-RUN-001']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IRIS-RUN-005
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_IRIS-RUN-002
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0618',
,→
'skate_RUN-0615', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-002']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0617',
,→
'skate_RUN-0616', 'skate_RUN-0614', 'skate_RUN-0613', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-011',
,→
'skate_IRIS-RUN-010', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-006', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-005', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-002',
,→
'skate_IRIS-RUN-001']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IRIS-RUN-002']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IRIS-RUN-002
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_IRIS-RUN-001
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IRIS-RUN-001']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0616',
,→
'skate_RUN-0614']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_RUN-0614',
,→
'skate_IRIS-RUN-010', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-006', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-005', 'skate_IRIS-RUN-001',
,→
'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-06']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_RUN-0614
Correct prediction? False
Making predictions for ray: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-22
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-22'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-14']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-22'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-14']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-22'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-14']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-14
Correct prediction? False
Making predictions for ray: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-21
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-21'
,→
]
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-21'
,→
]
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Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-21'
,→
]
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-21
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-19
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-19'
,→
]
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-19'
,→
]
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-19'
,→
]
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-19
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-18
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-18'
,→
]
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-18'
,→
]
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-19'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-18']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-18
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-17
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-22'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-17', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-15', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-14',
,→
'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-07', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-06', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-05',
,→
'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-02', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01', 'skate_DESTAC-RUN-20-27']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-17'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-15']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-21'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-17']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-17
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-16
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-16'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-14']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-16'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 0.9924407 , the prediction in this comparison is: [
,→
'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-22']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-16
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-15
Prediction nº: 1
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With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-15'
,→
]
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-17'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-15']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-17'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-15']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-15
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-14
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-14'
,→
]
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-22'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-15', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-14', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-22'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-14']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-14
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-07
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-15'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-07', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-22'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-07', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-07'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01
Correct prediction? False
Making predictions for ray: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-06
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-06'
,→
]
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-06'
,→
]
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-06'
,→
]
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-06
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-05
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-05'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-05'
,→
]
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-05'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-05
Correct prediction? True
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Making predictions for ray: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-02
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-02'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-02'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-02'
,→
]
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-02
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01'
,→
]
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-17'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-15', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-02', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-21'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-17', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-07', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-02',
,→
'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_DESTAC-RUN-20-27
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_DESTAC-RUN-20-27']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-21'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-17', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-16', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-15',
,→
'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-07', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-06', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-05',
,→
'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01', 'skate_DESTAC-RUN-20-27', 'skate_DESTAC-RUN-20-20']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_DESTAC-RUN-20-27',
,→
'skate_DESTAC-RUN-20-20']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 1.0 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_DESTAC-RUN-20-27
Correct prediction? True
Making predictions for ray: skate_DESTAC-RUN-20-20
Prediction nº: 1
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-17'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-07', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-06', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01']
Prediction nº: 2
With mean probability = 1.0 , the prediction in this comparison is: ['skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-21'
,→
, 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-17', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-16', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-07',
,→
'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-06', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-05', 'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-01',
,→
'skate_DESTAC-RUN-20-27']
Prediction nº: 3
With mean probability = 0.8196335 , the prediction in this comparison is: [
,→
'skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-17']
Final majority vote prediction:
With mean probability = 0.9398778 , the majority vote prediction is: skate_IGENTAC-RUN-21-17
Correct prediction? False
Final Evaluation Accuracy = 0.8

Finally, the last novel contribution of this work is the proposal for incoming new individuals.
New individuals may challenge the performance of a CNN classifier as the common chosen
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option for the network outputs is a vector from a softmax layer that indicates probabilities of
presence for every individual present during training, with the sum of these probabilities being
one. However, once again the definition of our siamese networks architecture represents an
advantage for our problem. The methodology that has been defined to detect and treat new
individuals consists in:
1. Testing previously unseen individuals by comparing them with the support set resulting in
a probability score which assigns the individual identification (i.e., category).
2. We compare this probability to a decision threshold, and the individual is deemed to be
”new” if the threshold is not exceeded, triggering a flag whenever the model exhibits this
behaviour. Concretely, if prob_pred < 0.5, the monitoring system prints
"Flag: new individual identified".

3. The system also stores the detected new individuals in a file, and when sufficient are
gathered, these individuals are processed by a function that compares them in a pairwise
manner to predict same/different individual for creating new categories, which allows the
analyst to save them in the correspondent new folders.

Figure 33: Detection and treatment of new individuals

This system has been implemented by calling functions that are defined in different Python
classes. An outline of this implementation and the various code files are shown in the following
subsection.
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5.4 Model implementation: code
The main file of our system for training is “main_training.py”, whose function calls are outlined
below. The optimization of hyperparameters in “bayesian_optimization_parameters.py” works
essentially the same way, but without fixing the parameters to a value.

Figure 34: Training outline.
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And the main file for prediction is “main_prediction.py”, which shares classes with the previous
scheme but whose outline goes as follows:

Figure 35: Prediction outline.
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5.4.1 main_training.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on June 2021
MAIN TRAINING
@authors: Nuria Gómez-Vargas
"""
import os
os.environ['TF_CPP_MIN_LOG_LEVEL'] = '2' # INFO and WARNING messages are not printed
os.chdir(r"/mnt/netapp2/Home_FT2/home/csic/erm/ngv/micodigo/")
from siamese_network import SiameseNetwork

def main():
dataset_path = r'/mnt/netapp1/Store_CSIC/home/csic/erm/ngv/dataset/'
batch_size = 25
load_dataset_again = True
use_augmentation = True
params_augmentation = {}
if use_augmentation:
params_augmentation['prob_aug'] = 0.50
params_augmentation['by_channel'] = False
params_augmentation['affine_scale'] = (1.05,1.2)
params_augmentation['affine_trans'] = (0.001, 0.10)
params_augmentation['sum'] = (1,50)
params_augmentation['alpha_contrast'] = (1,2)
params_augmentation['gauss_loc'] = (-30,30)
params_augmentation['gauss_scale'] = (0,50)
params_augmentation['times'] = 1
learning_rate = 0.03912520789802503
momentum = 0.867664102469463
std_prob_threshold = 0.001
input_shape = (200, 250, 3)
model_name = 'siamese_net__lr_' + str(learning_rate) + '__momentum_' + str(momentum) + \
'__std_prob_threshold_' + str(std_prob_threshold) + '__input_shape_' + str(input_shape)
tensorboard_log_path = './logs/'+model_name
siamese_network = SiameseNetwork(
dataset_path = dataset_path,
process = 'train',
load_dataset_again = load_dataset_again,
batch_size = batch_size,
learning_rate = learning_rate,
momentum = momentum,
use_augmentation = use_augmentation,
dict_augment = params_augmentation,
input_shape = input_shape,
tensorboard_log_path = tensorboard_log_path,
std_prob_threshold = std_prob_threshold)
print("Training model: ", model_name, "\n")
number_of_train_iterations = 3000
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validate_each = 250
validation_accuracy = siamese_network.train_siamese_network(number_of_iterations =
,→
number_of_train_iterations,
validate_each = validate_each,
model_name = model_name)
# Once trained and validated, we make the predictions over the evaluation (test) set
# Load the weights of the net, which are the ones with best validation accuracy
siamese_network.model.load_weights('./models/'+model_name+'.h5')
evaluation_accuracy = siamese_network.predict_after_train()
print('Final Evaluation Accuracy = ' + str(evaluation_accuracy))

if __name__ == "__main__":
main()
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5.4.2 siamese_network.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on June 2021
SIAMESE NETWORK
@authors: Nuria Gómez-Vargas
"""
import
import
import
import

os
numpy as np
random
cv2

import tensorflow as tf
from keras.models import Model, Sequential
from keras.applications import InceptionResNetV2
from keras.layers import Flatten, Dense, Input, Lambda
from keras.optimizers import SGD
from images_loader import Loader

class SiameseNetwork:
"""
Class that constructs the siamese network and trains it.
Also includes functions for prediction.
Parameters
---------dataset_path: str
self explanatory
input_shape: tuple
image size
learning_rate: float
SGD learning rate
momentum: float
SGD momentum
process: str
distinction between train/prediction
image_loader: images_loader.Loader
instance of Loader
summary_writer: tensorflow.python.ops.summary_ops_v2.ResourceSummaryWriter
tensorflow writer to store the logs
model: keras.models.Model
current siamese model
"""

def __init__(self, dataset_path, process, load_dataset_again, batch_size,
learning_rate, momentum, use_augmentation, dict_augment,
input_shape, tensorboard_log_path, std_prob_threshold):
"""
Inits SiameseNetwork with the provided values for the attributes.
It also constructs the siamese network architecture,
creates a dataset loader and opens the log file.
Parameters
---------dataset_path: str
self explanatory
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process: str
distinction between train/prediction
load_dataset_again: bool
boolean that chooses to load data again or use previous train/valid/eval split
batch_size: int
number of rays chosen to pick a pair of similar and a pair of dissimilar photos
learning_rate: float
SGD learning rate
momentum: float
SGD momentum
use_augmentation: bool
boolean that allows us to select if data augmentation is used or not
dict_augment: dict
dictionary with the parameters for the data augmentation processes
input_shape: tuple
image size
tensorboard_log_path: str
path to store the logs
std_prob_threshold: float
threshold for the standard deviation of the probabilities of belonging to a category
"""
print("Number of avaliable GPUs: ", len(tf.config.experimental.list_physical_devices(
,→
'GPU')), "\n")
self.dataset_path = dataset_path
self.input_shape = input_shape
self.learning_rate = learning_rate
self.momentum = momentum
self.process = process
self.images_loader = Loader(
dataset_path = self.dataset_path,
process = self.process,
load_dataset_again = load_dataset_again,
batch_size = batch_size,
input_shape = self.input_shape,
use_augmentation = use_augmentation,
dict_augment = dict_augment,
std_prob_threshold = std_prob_threshold)
if 'train' in str(self.process):
self.summary_writer = tf.summary.create_file_writer(tensorboard_log_path)
self._construct_siamese_architecture()

def _construct_siamese_architecture(self):
"""
Constructs the siamese architecture and stores it in the class.
"""
# Let's define the cnn architecture for the verification task
convolutional_net = Sequential(name = 'convolutional_twin_branch')
# Load pretrained model
pretrained_model = InceptionResNetV2(include_top = False, weights = 'imagenet',
input_shape = self.input_shape, pooling = None)
convolutional_net.add(pretrained_model)
#freeze layer from pretrained model
convolutional_net.get_layer("inception_resnet_v2").trainable = False
# The units in the final convolutional layer are flattened into a single vector.
convolutional_net.add(Flatten(name = 'vectorizing'))
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# Now the pairs of images
input_image_1 = Input(self.input_shape)
input_image_2 = Input(self.input_shape)
#we compute the siamese twins
encoded_image_1 = convolutional_net(input_image_1)
encoded_image_2 = convolutional_net(input_image_2)
# elementwise L1 distance between the two encoded outputs
l1_distance_layer = Lambda(lambda tensors: tf.math.abs(tensors[0] - tensors[1]),
name = 'l1_distance_layer')
,→
# and then one more layer computing the induced distance metric between each siamese twin,
l1_distance = l1_distance_layer([encoded_image_1, encoded_image_2])
# which is given to a single dense sigmoidal output unit.
# Same class or not probability prediction
prediction = Dense(units = 1, activation = 'sigmoid', name='output_prediction_layer')(
,→
l1_distance)

self.model = Model(inputs = [input_image_1, input_image_2],
outputs = prediction, name='Siamese_model')
if 'train' in str(self.process):
print("\nSummary of the chosen pretrained model inception_resnet_v2:")
pretrained_model.summary()
print("\nSummary of the convolutional twin branch:")
convolutional_net.summary()
print("\nSummary of the siamese network:")
print(self.model.summary())
# Define the optimizer and compile the model
optimizer = SGD(learning_rate = self.learning_rate, momentum = self.momentum,
,→
nesterov = False)
self.model.compile(loss = 'binary_crossentropy', metrics = ['binary_accuracy'],
,→
optimizer = optimizer)

def _write_logs_to_tensorboard(self, current_iteration, train_losses, train_accuracies,
validation_accuracy, validate_each):
"""
Writes the logs to a tensorflow log file.
This allows us to see the loss curves and the metrics in tensorboard.
We write the logs every validate_each iteration, not to slow the training process.
Parameters
---------current_iteration: int
iteration to be written in the log file
train_losses: numpy.ndarray
contains the train losses from the last validate_each iterations.
train_accuracies: numpy.ndarray
the same as train_losses but with the accuracies in the training set.
validation_accuracy: float
accuracy in the current few-shots task in the validation set
validate_each: int
number of iterations defined to validate the few-shots tasks.
"""
# Write to log file the values from the last evaluate_every iterations
for index in range(validate_each):
epoch = current_iteration - validate_each + index + 1
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with self.summary_writer.as_default():
tf.summary.scalar('Train Loss', train_losses[index], step=epoch)
tf.summary.scalar('Train Accuracy', train_accuracies[index], step=epoch)
if index == (validate_each - 1):
tf.summary.scalar('Few-shots Validation Accuracy', validation_accuracy, step
,→
=epoch)
self.summary_writer.flush()

def train_siamese_network(self, number_of_iterations, validate_each, model_name):
"""
This is the main function for training the siamese net.
In each every validate_each train iterations we evaluate few-shots tasks in validation set.
We also write to the log file.
Parameters
---------number_of_iterations: int
maximum number of iterations to train.
validate_each: int
number of iterations defined to validate the few-shots tasks.
model_name: str
save_name of the model
Returns
------float: validation accuracy
"""
# Variables that will store validate_each iterations losses and accuracies
# after validate_each iterations these will be passed to tensorboard logs and reseted
train_losses = np.zeros(shape = (validate_each))
train_accuracies = np.zeros(shape = (validate_each))
count = 0
# Control variables
best_validation_accuracy = 0.0
best_accuracy_iteration = 0
validation_accuracy = 0.0
# train loop
for iteration in range(number_of_iterations):
# train set
images, labels = self.images_loader.get_train()
train_loss, train_accuracy = self.model.train_on_batch(images, labels)
train_losses[count] = train_loss
train_accuracies[count] = train_accuracy
print('Iteration %d/%d: Train loss: %f, Train Accuracy: %f, lr = %f' %
(iteration + 1, number_of_iterations, train_loss, train_accuracy, self.model.
,→
optimizer.lr))
count += 1
# Each validate_each iterations, perform a few_shots_task validation and
# write to tensorboard the stored losses and accuracies
if (iteration + 1) % validate_each == 0:
validation_accuracy = self.images_loader.few_shots_task(model = self.model)
self._write_logs_to_tensorboard(iteration, train_losses, train_accuracies,
validation_accuracy, validate_each)
count = 0
# Save the model if we get a better validation accuracy
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if validation_accuracy > best_validation_accuracy:
best_validation_accuracy = validation_accuracy
best_accuracy_iteration = iteration
model_json = self.model.to_json()
if not os.path.exists('./models'):
os.makedirs('./models')
with open('models/' + model_name + '.json', "w") as json_file:
json_file.write(model_json)
self.model.save_weights('models/' + model_name + '.h5')
print('Train Ended!')
return best_validation_accuracy

def predict_after_train(self):
"""
Function that evaluates the evaluation (test) set.
The metodology resembles the ensamble methods techniques:
- It predicts the category (identification) of every individual in the evaluation set
by a majority vote of the predictions based on every image on its set.
- These predictions of belonging to a category are actually the mean of the predictions
obtained by comparing the test image with every image in the support (train) set of
each evaluable individual.
Returns
------float: accuracy of the predictions
"""

,→
#List containing if the prediction was correct or not (True/False) for the latter evaluation a
correctness = []

#We predict every evaluable ray individual
for current_ray in self.images_loader.evaluable_rays:
print("\n Making predictions for ray: " + current_ray)
predictions = []
n_pred = 1
current_images = self.images_loader.evaluation_dictionary[current_ray]
,→
#images to contrast against the support set
inds_for_current = random.sample(range(len(current_images)), len(current_images))
,→
#simply randomizing
for i in inds_for_current:
test_image = current_images[i]
print("Prediction nº: "+str(n_pred))
n_pred += 1

support = {}
,→
#we reset the support set images for every prediction as we pop the images that have a
for ray in self.images_loader.evaluable_rays:
,→
#because they are the only rays that we want to classify
available_images = self.images_loader.train_dictionary[ray]
inds_for_support = random.sample(range(len(available_images)), len(
available_images)) #simply randomizing
,→
support[ray] = [available_images[j] for j in inds_for_support]
list_of_predicted_probs = []
continue_for_mean = True
while continue_for_mean:
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images_paths = []
for support_ray in support.keys():
images_paths.append(test_image)
try:
support_image = support[support_ray].pop()
images_paths.append( support_image )
except:
,→
# it will fail when, for some ray, the support[support_ray] list is empty
continue_for_mean = False
images_paths = []
break
if images_paths != []:
images, _ = self.images_loader._convert_path_list_to_images_and_labels(
,→
images_paths, is_one_shot_task = True)
,→
#is_one_shot_task = True wont permutate the predictions
probabilities = self.model.predict_on_batch(images)
list_of_predicted_probs.append(probabilities)
final_mean_probs = [np.mean(list(probs)) for probs in zip(*
,→
list_of_predicted_probs)]
max_prob = max(final_mean_probs)
list_pred = [(ind,mean_prob) for (ind, mean_prob) in enumerate(final_mean_probs)
if mean_prob == max_prob]
predictions += list_pred
print("With mean probability = ",max_prob,
,→
", the prediction in this comparison is: ",
[self.images_loader.evaluable_rays[pred] for pred in [p for (p,_) in
,→
list_pred]])
print("Final majority vote prediction:")
indxs_of_predictions = [p for (p,_) in predictions]
majority_vote_index = max(set(indxs_of_predictions), key=indxs_of_predictions.count)
,→
#the most common index
majority_vote_prediction = self.images_loader.evaluable_rays[majority_vote_index]
prob_pred = np.mean([value for (ind,value) in predictions if ind ==
,→
majority_vote_index])
print("With mean probability = ", prob_pred, ", the majority vote prediction is: "+
,→
majority_vote_prediction)
print("Correct prediction? " +str(majority_vote_prediction == current_ray)+"\n")
correctness.append(majority_vote_prediction == current_ray)
accuracy = np.mean(correctness)
return accuracy

def load_and_predict(self, images_to_predict):
"""
Function that predicts over the dictionary.
The metodology resembles the ensemble methods techniques:
- It predicts the category (identification) of every individual in the evaluation set
by a majority vote of the predictions based on every image on its set.
- These predictions of belonging to a category are actually the mean of the predictions
obtained by comparing the test image with every image in the support (train) set of
each evaluable individual.
Parameters:
---------images_to_predict: dict
dictionary with the images that we want to predict on.
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Returns
------numpy.ndarray: array flag_new_individuals with the paths of the individuals identified as new
"""
#List that will contain the path of the individuals detected as new ones
flag_new_individuals = []
#We predict every evaluable ray individual
for current_ray in images_to_predict.keys():
print("\n Making predictions for ray: " + current_ray)
predictions = []
n_pred = 1
current_images = images_to_predict[current_ray]
,→
#images to contrast against the support set
inds_for_current = random.sample(range(len(current_images)), len(current_images))
,→
#simply randomizing
for i in inds_for_current:
test_image = current_images[i]
print("Prediction nº: "+str(n_pred))
n_pred += 1

support = {}
,→
#we reset the support set images for every prediction as we pop the images that have a
for ray in self.images_loader.evaluable_rays:
,→
#because they are the only rays that we want to classify
available_images = self.images_loader.train_dictionary[ray]
inds_for_support = random.sample(range(len(available_images)), len(
,→
available_images)) #simply randomizing
support[ray] = [available_images[j] for j in inds_for_support]
list_of_predicted_probs = []
continue_for_mean = True
while continue_for_mean:
images_paths = []
for support_ray in support.keys():
images_paths.append(test_image)
try:
support_image = support[support_ray].pop()
images_paths.append( support_image )
except:
,→
# it will fail when, for some ray, the support[support_ray] list is empty
continue_for_mean = False
images_paths = []
break
if images_paths != []:
images, _ = self.images_loader._convert_path_list_to_images_and_labels(
images_paths, is_one_shot_task = True)
,→
,→
#is_one_shot_task = True wont permutate the predictions
probabilities = self.model.predict_on_batch(images)
list_of_predicted_probs.append(probabilities)
final_mean_probs = [np.mean(list(probs)) for probs in zip(*
,→
list_of_predicted_probs)]
max_prob = max(final_mean_probs)
list_pred = [(ind,mean_prob) for (ind, mean_prob) in enumerate(final_mean_probs)
if mean_prob == max_prob]
predictions += list_pred
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print("With mean probability = ",max_prob,
,→
", the prediction in this comparison is: ",
[self.images_loader.evaluable_rays[pred] for pred in [p for (p,_) in
,→
list_pred]])
print("Final majority vote prediction:")
indxs_of_predictions = [p for (p,_) in predictions]
majority_vote_index = max(set(indxs_of_predictions), key=indxs_of_predictions.count)
,→
#the most common index
majority_vote_prediction = self.images_loader.evaluable_rays[majority_vote_index]
prob_pred = np.mean([value for (ind,value) in predictions if ind ==
,→
majority_vote_index])
if prob_pred < 0.5:
print("Flag: new individual identified")
majority_vote_prediction = None
flag_new_individuals.append(test_image)
,→
# It's sufficient with storing the last image because the path includes the individual code
else:
print("With mean probability = ", prob_pred,
,→
", the majority vote prediction is: "+majority_vote_prediction)
return flag_new_individuals

def process_new_individuals(self):
"""
This function compare the new individuals in a pairwise manner
to predict same/different individual for creating new categories.
"""
store_path = os.path.join(self.dataset_path, 'folder_new_individuals')
os.chdir(store_path)
with open('file_new_individuals.txt', 'r') as f:
paths = f.readlines()
paths = [path[:-1] for path in paths if path!='\n']
if len(paths) >= 2:
print("\nThere are new individuals to categorize.\n")
print("Creating pairs to compare in a pairwise manner...\n")
pairs_of_images = [s for s in self.power_set(paths) if len(s)== 2]
for pair in pairs_of_images:
print("Predicting same/different over the pair:")
print(pair)
images, _ = self.images_loader._convert_path_list_to_images_and_labels(pair,
,→
is_one_shot_task = True)
probability = self.model.predict_on_batch(images)[0][0]
print('The probability of similarity is:', probability)
if probability > 0.5:
print("The pair of images belong to the same individual")
else:
print("The pair of images belong to different individuals")

def power_set(self, c):
"""
Computes the powert set of the set c
"""
if len(c) == 0:
return [[]]
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r = self.power_set(c[:-1])
return r + [s + [c[-1]] for s in r]
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5.4.3 images_loader.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on June 2021
IMAGES LOADER
@authors: Nuria Gómez-Vargas
"""
import
import
import
import
import
import

os
random
numpy as np
math
cv2
pickle

from keras.applications import inception_resnet_v2
from data_augment import ImageAugmentor

class Loader:
"""
Class that loads and prepares the dataset of rays images.
This Class was constructed to read the images and separate the training, validation and evaluation test.
It also provides functions for geting one-shot task batches and performing the few-shots task.
Parameters
---------dataset_path: str
self explanatory
batch_size: int
number of rays chosen to pick a pair of similar and a pair of dissimilar photos
image_height:int
self explanatory
image_width: int
self explanatory
use_augmentation: bool
boolean that allows us to select if data augmentation is used or not
dict_augment: dict
dictionary with the parameters for the data augmentation processes
std_prob_threshold: float
threshold for the standard deviation of the probabilities of belonging to a category
images_dictionary: dict
dictionary of all the rays and their images.
ray_names: list
all the ray individuals.
train_dictionary: dict
dictionary of the images of the train set.
source_to_evaluate: str
name of the folder that is property of the IIM.
validation_dictionary: dict
dictionary of the images of the validation set (only rays from source_to_evaluate).
evaluation_dictionary: dict
dictionary of the images of the evaluation (test) set (only rays from source_to_evaluate).
evaluable_rays: list
names of the rays in the folder that is property of the IIM.
n_eval: int
number of images to retain for the evaluation set.
"""
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def __init__(self, dataset_path, process, load_dataset_again, batch_size, input_shape,
use_augmentation, dict_augment, std_prob_threshold):
"""
Inits Loader with the provided values for the attributes.
We load the images dataset and divide in train/validation/evaluation sets.
Arguments:
dataset_path: str
self explanatory
process: str
distinction between train/prediction
load_dataset_again: bool
boolean that chooses to load data again or use previous train/valid/eval split
batch_size: int
number of rays chosen to pick a pair of similar and a pair of dissimilar photos
input_shape: tuple
image size
use_augmentation: bool
boolean that allows us to select if data augmentation is used or not
dict_augment: dict
dictionary with the parameters for the data augmentation processes
std_prob_threshold: float
threshold for the standard deviation of the probabilities of belonging to a category
"""
self.dataset_path = dataset_path
self.image_height = input_shape[0]
self.image_width = input_shape[1]
if 'train' in str(process):
self.batch_size = batch_size
self.use_augmentation = use_augmentation
self.dict_augment = dict_augment
self.std_prob_threshold = std_prob_threshold
self.images_dictionary = {}
self.ray_names = []
self.train_dictionary = {}
self.source_to_evaluate = 'raja_undulata'
self.validation_dictionary = {}
self.evaluation_dictionary = {}
self.evaluable_rays = []
if load_dataset_again:
self.load_dataset()
self.ray_names = list(self.images_dictionary.keys())
if (self.use_augmentation):
self.images_dictionary = ImageAugmentor(self.images_dictionary, self.
,→
dict_augment,
self.image_height, self.image_width)
,→
.apply_augmentation()
self.n_eval = 3
self.divide_train_valid_eval()
self.evaluable_rays = list(self.evaluation_dictionary.keys())
# Not all the folders contain sufficient images. We retain only those rays that:
# have two or more photos for training
,→

# if they are evaluable, have n_eval photos for evaluation and some image for validati
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for ray in list(self.ray_names.copy()):
if len(self.train_dictionary[ray]) <3:
print("Deleting " + ray)
del self.train_dictionary[ray]
try:
del self.validation_dictionary[ray]
del self.evaluation_dictionary[ray]
except:
None
if ray in self.evaluable_rays:
try:
if (len(self.validation_dictionary[ray]) == 0) or (len(self.
,→
evaluation_dictionary[ray]) < self.n_eval):
print("Deleting " + ray)
del self.train_dictionary[ray]
del self.validation_dictionary[ray]
del self.evaluation_dictionary[ray]
except: #this will fail if the ray has been previously deleted
None
with open('datasets'+str(input_shape)+'.pkl','wb') as f:
pickle.dump([self. images_dictionary, self.train_dictionary, self.
,→
validation_dictionary, self.evaluation_dictionary], f)
else:
with open('datasets'+str(input_shape)+'.pkl','rb') as f:
self.images_dictionary, self.train_dictionary, self.validation_dictionary,
,→
self.evaluation_dictionary = pickle.load(f)
self.ray_names = list(self.train_dictionary.keys())
self.evaluable_rays = list(self.evaluation_dictionary.keys())
print("\n Finally, we have "+str(len(self.evaluable_rays))+
,→
" rays to photo-identify (i.e., categories)\n")
total_train = 0
for ray in self.ray_names:
print(ray + ': '+str(len(self.images_dictionary[ray]))+' images in total.')
if ray in os.listdir(os.path.join(self.dataset_path, self.source_to_evaluate)):
print("Of which " + str(len(self.evaluation_dictionary[ray])) +
,→
" are for evaluating (test set),")
print(str(len(self.train_dictionary[ray])) +
,→
" images are for the train set, and " + \
str(len(self.validation_dictionary[ray])) +
,→
" images are for the validation set.\n")
total_train += len(self.train_dictionary[ray])
print("In total, my train set contains " + str(total_train) + " images of rays.\n")
elif 'prediction' in str(process):
with open('datasets'+str(input_shape)+'.pkl','rb') as f:
self. images_dictionary, self.train_dictionary, self.validation_dictionary, self
,→
.evaluation_dictionary = pickle.load(f)
self.ray_names = list(self.images_dictionary.keys())
self.evaluable_rays = list(self.evaluation_dictionary.keys())

def load_dataset(self):
"""
Loads the dataset and stores the available images for each ray.
"""
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print("\nWe load the images data set:")
total = 0
for data_source in os.listdir(self.dataset_path):
print("Extracting images from the source folder: " + data_source)
source_path = os.path.join(self.dataset_path, data_source)
for ray in os.listdir(source_path):
if (('skate' in ray) or ('Ray' in ray)) and ('new_recapture' not in ray):
print("Extracting images of rays: " + ray)
ray_path = os.path.join(source_path, ray)
images = []
for subfolder in os.listdir(ray_path):
try:
subfolder_path = os.path.join(ray_path, subfolder)
for image in os.listdir(subfolder_path):
if image.lower().endswith('.jpg') or image.lower().endswith(
,→
'.png'):
image_path = os.path.join(subfolder_path, image)
images.append(image_path)
except: #for example for .xlsx files
None
self.images_dictionary[ray] = images
total += len(images)
print("In total, we load "+str(total)+" images.\n")

def divide_train_valid_eval(self):
"""
The siamese architecture allows training with all the rays, which form the train set,
and also choosing which of them are the categories we consider, which are the rays in the
source_to_evaluate, and which will form the validation and evaluation sets.
The function divides the images of each ray in the train, validation and evaluation (test) sets.
First, it extracts n_eval images of each evaluable ray for evaluation.
The rest of the images of the evaluable rays are divided in train and validation with a 75% - 25%
"""
for ray in self.ray_names:
train = list(self.images_dictionary[ray].copy())
if ray in os.listdir(os.path.join(self.dataset_path, self.source_to_evaluate)):
self.evaluation_dictionary[ray] = []
if (len(train) > self.n_eval):

,→
# If we sort the indexes in reverse order we can pop them from the list and the in
inds_for_eval = random.sample(range(len(train)), self.n_eval)
inds_for_eval.sort(reverse=True)
eval = []
for ind in inds_for_eval:
eval.append( train.pop(ind) )
self.evaluation_dictionary[ray] = eval

inds_for_valid = random.sample(range(len(train)), int(0.25 * len(train)))
inds_for_valid.sort(reverse=True)
valid = []
for ind in inds_for_valid:
valid.append( train.pop(ind) )
self.validation_dictionary[ray] = valid
self.train_dictionary[ray] = train

def _convert_path_list_to_images_and_labels(self, path_list, is_one_shot_task):
"""
Take the list with the path from the current batch, read the images and
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return the pairs of images and the labels.
If the batch is from train or validation the labels are alternately 1's and 0's.
If it is a validation/evaluation set only the first pair has label 1.
Parameters
---------path_list: list
list of images to be loaded in this batch
is_one_shot_task: bool
boolean signalizing if the batch is for one-shot task or if it is for training
Returns:
-------list: list of list pairs_of_images with pairs of images for the current batch
list: correspondent labels, 1 for same class, 0 for different classes
"""
number_of_pairs = int(len(path_list) / 2)
pairs_of_images = [np.zeros(
shape=(number_of_pairs, self.image_height, self.image_width, 3)) for _ in range(2)]
labels = np.zeros(shape=(number_of_pairs, 1))
for pair in range(number_of_pairs):
try:
for i in range(2):
instance = path_list[pair * 2 + i]
if isinstance(instance, str):
image = cv2.imread(instance)
image = cv2.resize(image,
(self.image_width, self.image_height), interpolation =
,→
cv2.INTER_AREA)
else:
,→
#it is not a path but a matrix (because it comes from the data augmentation)
image = instance
image = np.asarray(image).astype(np.float64)
#each Keras Application expects a specific kind of input preprocessing.
image = inception_resnet_v2.preprocess_input(image)
pairs_of_images[i][pair, :, :, :] = image
except Exception as e:
print(str(e))
print('Fail at loading some image of the pair...')
,→
#for example when the path has blanks
if not is_one_shot_task:
#in the list images_path, suppose [img1,img2,img3,img4,img5,img6,img7,img8],
#if we see it as [par0,par1,par2,par3] (we count from 0, which is even)
#we have that img1,img2,img5,img6 are of the same cateogry, which means label=1
#this is, pairs with even index have label= 1
#and img3,img4,img7,img8 are of different categories, which means label=0
#this is, pairs with odd index have lavel= 0
if (pair + 1) % 2 == 0:
labels[pair] = 0
else:
labels[pair] = 1
else: #If it is a evaluation set (one_shot task) only the first pair has label 1
if pair == 0:
labels[pair] = 1
else:
labels[pair] = 0
if not is_one_shot_task: #exclusive for training, we permute
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random_permutation = np.random.permutation(number_of_pairs)
for i in range(2):
pairs_of_images[i][:, :, :,:] = pairs_of_images[i][random_permutation, :, :, :]
labels = labels[random_permutation]
return pairs_of_images, labels

def get_train(self):
"""
Loads and returns the train images.
It selects a number of ray individuals equals to batch_size. For each ray, we keep
a pair of similar images (two images of the current ray) and a pair of dissimilar images
(consisting of an image of the current ray and an image of a different ray).
Returns:
-------list: list of list pairs_of_images with pairs of images for the current batch
list: correspondent labels, 1 for same class, 0 for different classes
"""
images_path = []
selected_rays_indexes = [random.randint(0, len(self.ray_names)-1) for _ in range(self.
,→
batch_size)]
for index in selected_rays_indexes:
current_ray = self.ray_names[index]
available_images_of_current_ray = self.train_dictionary[current_ray]
# Random select 3 indexes of images from the same ray
image_indexes = random.sample(range(len(available_images_of_current_ray)), 3)
for ind in image_indexes:
images_path.append( available_images_of_current_ray[ind] )
# Now let's take care of the pair of images from different rays
different_rays = self.ray_names.copy()
different_rays.pop( self.ray_names.index(current_ray) )
different_ray_index = random.randint(0, len(different_rays) - 1)
current_different_ray = different_rays[different_ray_index]
available_images_of_current_different_ray = self.train_dictionary[
,→
current_different_ray]
image_index = random.randint(0, len(available_images_of_current_different_ray) - 1)
image = available_images_of_current_different_ray[image_index]
images_path.append(image)
#finally, for each selected_ray, images_path contains for images,
#the first 3 ones are of that ray, and the last one from a different ray
#this is, a pair of same class images and a second pair of different class images
images, labels = self._convert_path_list_to_images_and_labels(images_path,
is_one_shot_task = False)
return images, labels

def get_one_shot_batch(self, current_ray, test_image):
"""
Loads and returns a batch for one-shot task images
Gets a one-shot batch for validation set, it consists in a
single test_image of the current_ray that will be compared with a
support set of images that we have previously trained on.
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It returns the pair of images to be compared by the model
and it's labels (the first pair is always 1) and the remaining ones are 0's.
Parameters:
----------current_ray: str
identification of the current_ray
test_image: str
path of the image of the ray to compare
Returns:
-------list: list of list pairs_of_images with pairs of images for the current batch
list: correspondent labels, 1 for same class, 0 for different classes
"""
#the comparison is against the support dictionary, but only with those evaluable rays
support_dictionary = self.train_dictionary
batch_images_path = []
# Get another same ray image
available_images = support_dictionary[current_ray]
image_index = random.randint(0, len(available_images)-1)
image = available_images[image_index]
batch_images_path.append(test_image)
batch_images_path.append(image)
# Let's get our test image and its pair
different_rays = list( set(self.evaluable_rays).difference(set([current_ray])) )
for current_support_ray in different_rays:
available_support_images = support_dictionary[current_support_ray]
image_index = random.randint(0, len(available_support_images)-1)
image = available_support_images[image_index]
batch_images_path.append(test_image)
,→
#the test_image is added again before the suport image
batch_images_path.append(image)
images, labels = self._convert_path_list_to_images_and_labels(batch_images_path,
,→
is_one_shot_task = True)
return images, labels

def few_shots_task(self, model):
"""
Prepare few-shots task and evaluate its performance in validation and evaluation sets.
Parameters:
----------model: keras.models.Model
current siamese model
Returns:
-------mean_accuracy: mean accuracy for the validation few-shots task
"""
print('\nMaking Few-Shots Task on validation images of the evaluable rays:')
mean_rays_accuracies = []
for ray in self.evaluable_rays:
ray_accuracies = []
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for test_image in self.validation_dictionary[ray]:
images, _ = self.get_one_shot_batch(current_ray = ray, test_image = test_image)
probabilities = model.predict_on_batch(images)
list_pred = [ind for (ind, value) in enumerate(probabilities) if value == max(
,→
probabilities)]
if 0 in list_pred and probabilities.std() > self.std_prob_threshold:
# Added this condition because noticed that sometimes the outputs
# of the classifier was almost the same in all images.
,→
#If the probability is the maximum for the first (index=0) pair then the prediction
#is correct by definition of the list of pairs
accuracy = 1.0
else:
accuracy = 0.0

ray_accuracies.append(accuracy)
mean_ray_accuracy = np.mean(ray_accuracies)
print(ray + ', validation accuracy: ' + str(mean_ray_accuracy))
mean_rays_accuracies.append(mean_ray_accuracy)
mean_global_accuracy = np.mean(mean_rays_accuracies)
print('\nMean global validation accuracy: ' + str(mean_global_accuracy))
return mean_global_accuracy
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5.4.4 data_augmentation.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on June 2021
DATA AUGMENTATION
@authors: Nuria Gómez-Vargas
"""
from imgaug import augmenters as iaa
import cv2

class ImageAugmentor:
"""
Class that performs image augmentation.
Parameters:
---------prob_aug:
Probability of augmentation
by_channel: bool
Whether to sample per image only one value
affine_scale: tuple
Scaling factor to use.
affine_trans: tuple
Translation as a fraction of the image height/width.
sum: tuple
Add a value to all pixels in an image.
alpha_contrast: tuple
Multiplier to linearly pronounce, dampen or invert.
gauss_loc: tuple
Mean of the normal distribution from which the noise is sampled.
gauss_scale: tuple
Standard deviation of the normal distribution that generates the noise.
times: int
Number of times to perform the augmentation.
images_dictionary: dict
dictionary with the images to augment
image_width: int
self explanatory
image_height: int
self explanatory
"""
def __init__(self, images_dictionary, dict_params, image_height, image_width):
"""
Inits ImageAugmentor with the provided values for the attributes.
Parameters:
---------images_dictionary: dict
dictionary with the images to augment
dict_params: dict
dictionary with the parameters for the data augmentation processes
image_height: int
self explanatory
image_width: int
self explanatory
"""
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self.prob_aug = dict_params['prob_aug']
self.by_channel = dict_params['by_channel']
self.affine_scale = dict_params['affine_scale']
self.affine_trans = dict_params['affine_trans']
self.sum = dict_params['sum']
self.alpha_contrast = dict_params['alpha_contrast']
self.gauss_loc = dict_params['gauss_loc']
self.gauss_scale = dict_params['gauss_scale']
self.times = dict_params['times']
self.images_dictionary = images_dictionary
self.image_width = image_width
self.image_height = image_height

####################################################
# Transformations
def padding(self, padding_percentage):
"""
This function allows to preserve the complete image after the transformations.
Parameters
---------porcentaje: float
If (0.5), double padding.
If (-0.25), middle padding (back to original size).
Returns
------imgaug.augmenters.size.CropAndPad : padding transformation.
"""
pad = iaa.CropAndPad(percent = padding_percentage, sample_independently=False,
keep_size = False, pad_mode='constant', pad_cval=0)
return pad

def affine_transformation(self):
"""
Transformaciones afines
https://imgaug.readthedocs.io/en/latest/source/api_augmenters_geometric.html#imgaug.augmenters.geo
Parameters
---------affine_scale: tuple
Scaling factor to use.
scale = (a,b), and value will be uniformly sampled per image from the
interval [a, b]. That value will be used identically for both x- and y-axis.
affine_trans: tuple
Translation as a fraction of the image height/width.
trans = (a,b), and value will be uniformly sampled per image from the
interval [a, b]. That value will be used identically for both x- and y-axis.
Returns
------imgaug.augmenters.geometric.Affine : affine transformation.
"""
ta = iaa.Affine(scale = self.affine_scale,
translate_percent = tuple([0.5*x for x in self.affine_trans]),
,→
# 0.5* because the size was doubled in the previous step
rotate = (-360, 360),
order = 1,
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shear = (-45,45))
return ta

def sum_to_pixels(self):
"""
Add a value to all pixels in an image.
Parameters
---------sum: tuple
sum = (a, b), then a value from the discrete interval [a..b] will be sampled per image.
porCanal: bool
Whether to use (imagewise) the same sample(s) for all channels (False) or to sample
value(s) for each channel (True).
Returns
------imgaug.augmenters.arithmetic.Add: transformation with the sum of the value to the pixels.
"""
summ = iaa.Add(value = self.sum,
per_channel = self.by_channel)
return summ

def hue_sat_transformation(self):
"""
Modifies saturation and hue by random values..
The value is expected to be in the range -255 to +255.
Parameters
---------by_channel: bool
Whether to sample per image only one value from value and use it for both hue and
saturation (False) or to sample independently one value for hue and one for saturation (True).
Returns
------imgaug.augmenters.color.AddToHueAndSaturation: hue and saturation transformation.
"""
ts = iaa.AddToHueAndSaturation(value_hue = (-255,255),
value_saturation = (-255,255),
per_channel=self.by_channel)
return ts

def contrast_transformation(self):
"""
Adjust contrast by scaling each pixel to 127 + alpha*(v-127) where v is a pixel value.
Parameters
---------alfa: tuple
Multiplier to linearly pronounce (>1.0), dampen (0.0 to 1.0) or invert (<0.0)
the difference between each pixel value and the dtype’s center value, e.g. 127 for uint8.
porCanal: bool
Whether to use the same value for all channels (False) or to sample a new value
for each channel (True).
Returns
-------
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imgaug.augmenters.contrast.LinearContrast: contrast transformation.
"""
contr = iaa.LinearContrast(alpha=self.alpha_contrast,
per_channel=self.by_channel)
return contr

def gaussNoise(self):
"""
Add noise sampled from gaussian distributions elementwise to images.
Parameters
---------loc: tuple
Mean of the normal distribution from which the noise is sampled.
scale: tuple
Standard deviation of the normal distribution that generates the noise.
Must be >=0. If 0 then loc will simply be added to all pixels.
by_channel: bool
Whether to use the same value for all channels (False) or to sample a new value
for each channel (True).
Returns
------imgaug.augmenters.arithmetic.AdditiveGaussianNoise: gaussian noise transformation.
"""
gauss = iaa.AdditiveGaussianNoise(loc = self.gauss_loc,
scale = self.gauss_scale,
per_channel = self.by_channel)
return gauss

###################################################
def randomAugmentation(self):
"""
Applies transformations with probability prob_aug
Parameters
---------prob_aug: float
Probability with which the given augmenter will be applied.
Returns
------imgaug.augmenters.size.KeepSizeByResize
"""
random_aug = iaa.KeepSizeByResize(children = iaa.Sequential([
self.padding(padding_percentage = (0.5)),
iaa.Sometimes(self.prob_aug, self.sum_to_pixels()),
iaa.Sometimes(self.prob_aug, self.hue_sat_transformation()),
iaa.Sometimes(self.prob_aug, self.contrast_transformation()),
iaa.Sometimes(self.prob_aug, self.gaussNoise()),
iaa.Sometimes(self.prob_aug, self.affine_transformation()),
self.padding(padding_percentage = (-0.25))]))
return random_aug

def apply_augmentation(self):
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"""
Applies augmentation to the images from the given dictionary.
Parameters:
---------images_dictionary: dict
dictionary with the images to augment
Returns:
------dict: dictionary with the augmented images
"""
print("Performing data augmentation " + str(self.times) + " times.\n")
for _ in range(self.times):
for ray in self.images_dictionary.keys():
list_paths_photos = self.images_dictionary[ray]
list_photos = list()
for path in list_paths_photos:
image = cv2.imread(path)
image = cv2.resize(image,
(self.image_width, self.image_height), interpolation =
,→
cv2.INTER_AREA)
list_photos.append(image)
images_aug = self.randomAugmentation().augment_images( list_photos )
for image in images_aug:
self.images_dictionary[ray].append(image)
return self.images_dictionary
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5.4.5 bayesian_hyperparameter_optimization.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on June 2021
BAYESIAN HYPERPARAMETER OPTIMIZATION
@authors: Nuria Gómez-Vargas
"""
import os
os.environ['TF_CPP_MIN_LOG_LEVEL'] = '2' # INFO and WARNING messages are not printed
os.chdir(r"/mnt/netapp2/Home_FT2/home/csic/erm/ngv/micodigo/")
#os.chdir(r"C:\Users\nuria\Desktop\micodigo")
import GPyOpt
import tensorflow as tf
from siamese_network import SiameseNetwork

def main():
def bayesian_optimization_function(x):
#dataset_path = r"./dataset/"
dataset_path = r'/mnt/netapp1/Store_CSIC/home/csic/erm/ngv/dataset/'
batch_size = 25
load_dataset_again = True
use_augmentation = True
params_augmentation = {}
if use_augmentation:
params_augmentation['prob_aug'] = 0.50
params_augmentation['by_channel'] = False
params_augmentation['affine_scale'] = (1.05,1.2)
params_augmentation['affine_trans'] = (0.001, 0.10)
params_augmentation['sum'] = (1,50)
params_augmentation['alpha_contrast'] = (1,2)
params_augmentation['gauss_loc'] = (-30,30)
params_augmentation['gauss_scale'] = (0,50)
params_augmentation['times'] = 1
current_learning_rate = float(x[:, 0])
current_momentum = float(x[:, 1])
current_std_prob_threshold = float(x[:, 2])
current_input_shape = (int(x[:, 3]), int(x[:, 3]) + 50, 3)
model_name = 'siamese_net__lr_' + str(current_learning_rate) + '__momentum_' + str(
current_momentum) + \
,→
'__std_prob_threshold_' + str(current_std_prob_threshold) + '__input_shape_' + str(
,→
current_input_shape)
tensorboard_log_path = './logs/bayesian_hyperparameter_optimization/' + model_name
siamese_network = SiameseNetwork(
dataset_path = dataset_path,
process = 'train',
load_dataset_again = load_dataset_again,
batch_size = batch_size,
learning_rate = current_learning_rate,
momentum = current_momentum,
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use_augmentation = use_augmentation,
dict_augment = {},
input_shape = current_input_shape,
tensorboard_log_path = tensorboard_log_path,
std_prob_threshold = current_std_prob_threshold)
print("Training model: ", model_name, "\n")
number_of_train_iterations = 1500
validate_each = 250
validation_accuracy = siamese_network.train_siamese_network(number_of_iterations =
,→
number_of_train_iterations,
validate_each =
,→
validate_each,
model_name = model_name)
# Once trained and validated, we make the predictions over the evaluation (test) set
# Load the weights of the net, which are the ones with best validation accuracy
siamese_network.model.load_weights('./models/'+model_name+'.h5')
evaluation_accuracy = siamese_network.predict_after_train()
print("Model: " + model_name + ' | Accuracy: ' + str(evaluation_accuracy), "\n")
return 1 - evaluation_accuracy

hyperparameters = [{'name':
,→
)},
{'name':
{'name':
,→
)},
{'name':

'learning_rate', 'type': 'continuous', 'domain': (10e-5, 10e-2
'momentum', 'type': 'continuous', 'domain': (0.0, 1.0)},
'std_prob_threshold', 'type': 'discrete', 'domain': (0.01, 0.001
'input_shape', 'type': 'discrete', 'domain': (75,100,200)}]

optimizer = GPyOpt.methods.BayesianOptimization(f = bayesian_optimization_function,
domain = hyperparameters)
max_iter_for_run_optimization = 100
optimizer.run_optimization(max_iter = max_iter_for_run_optimization)
print("optimized parameters: {0}".format(optimizer.x_opt))
print("optimized eval_accuracy: {0}".format(1 - optimizer.fx_opt))

if __name__ == "__main__":
main()
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5.4.6 main_prediction.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on June 2021
MAIN PREDICTION
@authors: Nuria Gómez-Vargas
"""

import os
os.environ['TF_CPP_MIN_LOG_LEVEL'] = '2' # INFO and WARNING messages are not printed
#os.chdir(r"/mnt/netapp2/Home_FT2/home/csic/erm/ngv/micodigo/")
os.chdir(r
,→
'C:\Users\nuria\OneDrive - UNIVERSIDAD DE SEVILLA\Académico\Master Universitario en Matemáticas (MUM)\
,→
)
from siamese_network import SiameseNetwork

def main():
dataset_path = r'/mnt/netapp1/Store_CSIC/home/csic/erm/ngv/dataset/'
#dataset_path = r'C:\Users\nuria\Desktop\'
input_shape = (200,250,3)
# We set the architecture of our net
siamese_network = SiameseNetwork(
dataset_path = dataset_path,
process = 'prediction',
load_dataset_again = False,
batch_size = 0,
learning_rate = 0,
momentum = 0,
use_augmentation = False,
dict_augment = {},
input_shape = input_shape,
tensorboard_log_path = '',
std_prob_threshold = 0)
# We pick the model (i.e., the weights) with which we want to predict
model_name = 'siamese_net__lr_0.03912520789802503__' + \
'momentum_0.867664102469463__std_prob_threshold_0.001__input_shape_(200, 250, 3)'
siamese_network.model.load_weights('./models/'+model_name+'.h5')
#loading unidentified individuals
images_to_predict = {}
source_path = os.path.join(dataset_path, 'raja_undulata')
for ray in os.listdir(source_path):
if ('new_recapture' in ray):
print("Extracting images of rays: " + ray)
ray_path = os.path.join(source_path, ray)
images = []
for subfolder in os.listdir(ray_path):
try:
subfolder_path = os.path.join(ray_path, subfolder)
for image in os.listdir(subfolder_path):
if image.lower().endswith('.jpg') or image.lower().endswith('.png'):
image_path = os.path.join(subfolder_path, image)
images.append(image_path)
except: #for example for .xlsx files
None
images_to_predict[ray] = images
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flag_new_individuals = siamese_network.load_and_predict(images_to_predict)
store_new_individuals(dataset_path, flag_new_individuals)
siamese_network.process_new_individuals()

def store_new_individuals(dataset_path, paths):
"""
This function stores in a .txt file the paths of the individuals identified as new.
Parameters:
---------dataset_path: str
self explanatory
paths: list
list with the predicted as new individuals paths of images
"""
store_path = os.path.join(dataset_path, 'folder_new_individuals')
if not os.path.exists(store_path):
os.makedirs(store_path)
os.chdir(store_path)
for path in paths:
print("Saving image with path : ", path)
with open('file_new_individuals.txt', "a") as f:
f.write(path)
f.write("\n")

if __name__ == "__main__":
main()
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